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Mechanism of Transcriptional Regulation by Androgen Receptor and its Coactivators in the Context of Chromatin

Androgens play important roles in the differentiation, development and maintenance of male reproductive functions, as well as in the etiology of prostate cancer. The biological effects of androgens are believed to be mediated through the intracellular androgen receptor (AR), which belongs to the nuclear receptor (NR) superfamily of ligand-regulated transcription factors. Like other NRs, the actions of AR are subject to modulation, either positively or negatively, by an increasing number of co-regulatory proteins, termed coactivators or corepressors. Coactivators are believed to function either as bridging factors between receptors and basal transcription machinery to enhance recruitment of the basal transcription machinery and/or as factors that have capacity to actively remodel repressive chromatin. The purpose of this research is to study the mechanism by which coactivators modulate AR activity in chromatin, the physiological template of transcriptional regulation. In this progress report, we report that we have analyzed how SRC family coactivators and p300 modulate AR activity in the context of chromatin using Xenopus oocyte as a model system. We demonstrate that p300 requires both its histone acetyltransferase activity and interaction with SRC family coactivators to stimulate AR activity. By using chromatin immunoprecipitation assay, we demonstrated that R1881-stimulated transcriptional activation by AR is associated with the promoter targeting of multiple cofactors including the SRC-1, p300, SWI/SNF and TRAP Mediator complex. An increased histone acetylation over the promoter region was also observed. This histone acetylation is correlated with the recruitment of CBP/p300. Taken together, our data suggest that hormone-dependent activation by AR is associated with two types of chromatin remodeling, histone acetylation and chromatin remodeling induced by SWI/SNF, as well as the recruitment of TRAP/Mediator complex.
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**Introduction**

Androgens play important roles in the differentiation, development and maintenance of male reproductive functions, as well as in the etiology of prostate cancer. The biological effects of androgens are believed to be mediated through the intracellular androgen receptor (AR), which belongs to the nuclear receptor (NR) superfamily of ligand-regulated transcription factors (1, 2). Like other NRs, AR is composed of distinct functional domains that include an amino-terminal domain that contains one or more trans-activation functions (AF1), a highly conserved DNA binding domain (DBD) and a multi-functional carboxyl-terminal ligand binding domain (LBD) that is involved in homo- or hetero-dimerization of the receptors, binding of specific ligands, and contains a ligand-dependent activation function (AF2) (1, 17).

Early studies indicate that in the absence of ligands, AR resides primarily in cytoplasm and is believed to associate with heat shock proteins in an inactive state (6, 15). Binding of ligand to AR is believed to trigger a series of events, including a change of conformation, translocation from the cytoplasm to the nucleus, and subsequent binding to specific promoter response elements, which eventually leads to activation or repression of its target genes (17). Recent studies indicate that the actions of AR are subject to modulation, either positively or negatively, by an increasing number of co-regulatory proteins, termed coactivators or corepressors (2, 10).

Coactivators are believed to function either as bridging factors between receptors and basal transcription machinery to enhance recruitment of the basal transcription machinery and/or as factors that have capacity to actively remodel repressive chromatin (2). Some coactivators such as ARA70 (20) or FHL2 (12) may be specific for AR, whereas many other coactivators, including SRC family coactivators, CBP, p300, PCAF and TRAP/DRIP/ARC complexes are generic to NRs [for review, see (2, 11)]. Importantly, many coactivators possess intrinsic histone acetyltransferase activity, whereas the corepressors such as SMRT and NCoR are found to associate with histone deacetylases in large protein complexes (3, 4, 9, 13). These findings provide a strong molecular connection between the modification of chromatin structure and transcriptional regulation by NRs.

Because packaging of eukaryotic DNA into chromatin has a general repressive effect on transcription, cofactors with chromatin remodeling activities are believed to have critical roles in gene expression. Two general classes of chromatin remodeling cofactors have been identified: histone-modifying enzymes and ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling factors (7). The significance of covalent histone modifications in transcriptional regulation is highlighted by the recent identification of large number of transcriptional cofactors as histone acetyltransferaseases (HAT), deacetylases, or methyltransferases. Acetylation of histone tails is believed to weaken the interaction of histones and DNA or affect the higher-order folding of nucleosomal arrays and
thus enhances the access of nucleosomal DNA to sequence-specific transcription factors and Pol II basal machinery (14). In addition, histone modifications can also serve as code to modulate the interaction of specific proteins with chromatin (16).

The ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling factors, on the other hand, use the energy of ATP hydrolysis to alter nucleosome conformation and/or position, which in turn facilitate the access of DNA to transcription factors and Pol II basal machinery (7). Many different ATP-dependent remodeling complexes have been identified including the SWI/SNF, the ISWI, and the Mi-2 families. The mammalian SWI/SNF are multi-subunit complexes of eight or more polypeptides in which the DNA-dependent ATPase is either the BRG1 or the BRM1 proteins. Recent studies indicate that the chromatin remodeling by SWI/SNF may involve histone octamer displacement, nucleosome sliding, and generation of negative supercoiling tension. Although both classes of chromatin remodeling factors are believed to facilitate transcription through their chromatin remodeling activities, the functional relationship between those two classes of chromatin remodeling factors is currently not clear. Recent studies in yeast indicate that SWI/SNF and GCN5, a histone acetyltrasferase, have both independent and overlapping functions in transcriptional activation (8).

In addition to chromatin remodeling factors aforementioned, another complex with a global effect on transcription is the Mediator complex (5). Both genetic and biochemical studies indicate that the Mediator, a protein complex with 20 subunit, is essential for basal and regulated expression of nearly all RNA polymerase II-dependent genes in the Saccharomyces cerevisiae genome. It is now clear that Mediator-like complexes, TRAP/SMCC, DRIP, ARC, also exist in higher eukaryotic cells and that they have an important and widespread role in metazoan transcriptional regulation. Mediator is believed to act as a bridge, conveying regulatory information from sequence-specific transcription factors that bind to the enhancers and/or the promoters to the Pol II basal transcription machinery.

The central question in gene expression is how the chromatin remodeling factors and the mediator complex are recruited to target genes by sequence specific transcription factors. The current prevailing view is that they are all recruited through direct interaction with various transcription factors. Indeed, both human and yeast SWI/SNF complexes, the GCN5/PCAF containing SAGA complex, CBP/p300, and the yeast and metazoan Mediator have been shown to interact directly with a number of transcription factors. Furthermore, in several cases such interactions have been shown to correlate with the activity of the transcription factors.

Our previous work and that of others have established Xenopus oocytes as an excellent model system for studies of transcriptional regulation by NRs in the context of chromatin (18, 19). Xenopus oocytes contain a large storage of factors required for transcription and both histones...
and non-histone proteins required for chromatin assembly. *Xenopus* oocytes are well suited for introduction of DNA, mRNA or proteins through microinjection. The purpose of this research is to study the molecular mechanisms by which AR regulates transcription in the context of chromatin. In our original proposal, we proposed to use Xenopus oocytes as a model system and to also establish a chromatin-based cell-free transcription system to study transcriptional regulation by AR and its coactivators in the context of chromatin. In this progress report, I summarize significant progress we have made so far on some of the tasks and also unexpected problems in others.

**Body**

The long-term objective of our original proposal is to understand the molecular mechanisms by which AR regulates transcription in prostate cancer. Since transcriptional regulation in eukaryotic cells takes place at the level of chromatin, we proposed to establish both an in vivo and in vitro model systems to study how AR and its coactivators regulate transcription in the context of chromatin. Toward this goal, two specific aims were proposed:

**Aim 1. To establish a Xenopus oocyte-based and a cell-free transcription systems to study the mechanisms by which AR and its coactivators function in the context of chromatin.**

**Aim 2. To study the transcriptional profile of the AR mutant (877Thr-Ala) frequently found in advanced human prostate cancer.**

We have achieved significant progress during the second year of this funded proposal. However, as scientific research is often not progress as planned, one can see from this second year report that we have achieved tremendous progress in some tasks but not the other. Next I will summarize the progress on each proposed task.

**Task 1. Generate the constructs for and express the expression of p300 and ARA70 in Xenopus oocytes**

**Task 2. Study the effect of coactivators SRC-1, p300, and ARA70 on AR activation in the context of chromatin in Xenopus oocytes.**

Both of these tasks except for ARA70 were accomplished. Please see attached manuscript published in Molecular Endocrinology 16: 924-937, 2002. Due to some unknown reason, we have yet to express ARA70 in Xenopus oocytes. We are sequencing the whole ARA70 cDNA to determine if there is any mutation in the ARA70 cDNA we obtained from other laboratory.
Task 3. Perform the structural and functional analysis of coactivators in Xenopus oocytes

We have focused our studies on coactivators p300 and SRC-1. We have generated a series of p300 mutants previously, including a mutant with severely reduced histone acetyltransferase activity. Transcriptional analysis in Xenopus oocytes indicated that, in comparison to the wild-type p300, this mutant was severely impaired in their ability to stimulate R-1881 stimulated activation by AR using MMTV reporter (Fig. 1). These results indicate that remodeling chromatin through histone acetylation is an essential step for transcriptional activation from chromatin.

In collaboration with Dr. Bert W. O’Malley, we have also generated a series of SRC-1 mutants (data not shown). We have verified the expression of this set of mutants in Xenopus oocytes after injection of their corresponding in vitro synthesized mRNA by Western blotting. We are currently determining the structural and functional domains of the SRC-1 important for AR activation using this set of mutants.

Task 4. Analyze the protein-protein interaction between coactivators

We have analyzed the protein-protein interaction between SRC family coactivators and p300. First, we confirmed by co-immunoprecipitation experiments the interaction between the SRC family coactivators and p300. Second, by using the p300ΔSRC mutant described above, we demonstrated that the interaction required the SRC interaction domain in p300. These results were published last year [Li, 2000 #288]. Recently, we have confirmed that the p300 interaction domain in SRC-1 is also important for the interaction. As shown in Fig. 2, expression of the SRC-1 interaction domain of the p300 can effectively inhibit the activation by liganded AR, thus indicating that the SRC-p300 interaction is functionally important for R1881-dependent activation. This result is consistent with the idea that CBP/p300 is recruited primarily through protein-protein interaction with SRC family coactivators.

Task 5. Purification of functionally active p300 protein from SF9 cells

We obtained p300 expression baculovirus from Dr. Lee Karus at Cornell University. By using a purification scheme as described, we affinity purified the His6-tagged p300 from baculovirus infected SF9 cells by using Ni-NTA agarose chromatography. As shown in Fig. 3, the purified p300 was at least 90% homologous based on the Coomassie blue staining after SDS-PAGE. Furthermore, such purified p300 proteins contained a potent HAT activity as revealed by HAT assay using core histones as substrate and was functionally active in enhancing T3-dependent activation by TR/RXR heterodimers in vitro (see attached manuscript two).
Task 6. Preparation of functionally active ARA70 from injected Xenopus oocytes

No progress was made in this task since we could not express ARA70 in Xenopus oocytes so far. We currently are trying the alternative approach using baculovirus expression system to express and prepare ARA70. We hope this alternative approach will allow us to study the function of ARA70 in AR activation in vitro in near future.

Task 7. Establish a chromatin-based and AR-dependent R1881-responsive in vitro transcription system
Task 8. Study the effect of coactivators on AR activation in vitro in the context of chromatin

As shown in attached manuscript two, we have shown that TR/RXR heterodimers activate transcription from several TRE-containing reporters assembled into chromatin in vitro in a cell-free transcription system. Furthermore, we showed that p300 and SRC family coactivators enhanced TR/RXR activation synergistically. The primary role of SRC proteins is to recruit CBP/p300, because the SRC derivative bearing the receptor interaction domain and CBP/p300 interaction domain is functionally equivalent to the full-length protein and because the p300 mutant with deletion of SRC interaction domain is severely impaired in its coactivator activity. Taken together, our work on TR/RXR demonstrates that a biochemically-defined, in vitro chromatin based transcription system is useful for addressing a number of questions related to the molecular mechanisms of transcription regulation.

Despite of our great effort, however, we have yet been able to establish a R1881-responsive, AR-dependent in vitro transcription system as we have had for TR/RXR. As in vitro transcription system and purified recombinant coactivators worked perfect well for TR/RXR, the central problem is how to prepare functionally active AR proteins. So far we have prepared AR from insect cells and microinjected Xenopus oocytes. However, none of these preparations showed any hormone response in our in vitro transcription assay. Occasionally we observed a weak R1881-independent activation. It is not clear why purified recombinant AR is basically inactive in our in vitro transcriptional system. A likely explanation is that purified recombinant AR proteins lost association with one or more chaperone proteins required for maintaining AR in a “hormone-responsive conformation”. However, we also failed to observe any activation when less purified AR preparations were used. Our results are consistent with a recent report on analysis of AR activity using a cell-free transcription system. In this report, a weak AR-dependent, but R1881-independent transcription activity was observed.

Our failure to establish an AR-dependent, R1881-responsive in vitro transcription system represents a major challenge on AR research. So far, hormone-responsive in vitro transcription
reactions have been established for all steroid/thyroid hormone receptors except AR and glucocorticoid receptor (GR). Based on our experience, the major challenge is how to make functionally active recombinant AR proteins. Despite of our lack of progress, we will continue to work on this issue, since an in vitro transcription system is of significant importance in illustrating the molecular mechanisms by which AR regulates transcription.

Task 9. Assess the requirement for a specific coactivator in AR action by immunodepletion

Due to the problem in establishing a R1881-dependent in vitro transcription system for AR, we have changed our strategy in this task. Instead of using in vitro transcription system, we have used the R1881-responsive Xenopus oocyte system to address this issue. We have strong evidence to indicate that CBP/p300 is essential for R1881-dependent transcriptional activation by AR. The evidence comes from three experiments. First, a p300 mutant with impaired HAT activity is defective in coactivator activity (Fig. 1). Second, a CBP/p300 HAT specific inhibitor, Lys-CoA, can almost completely block the R1881-dependent activation (Fig. 3). Third, as shown in Fig. 2, the expression of SRC interaction domain can effectively block the activation by AR. Together these data indicate that CBP/p300 is essential for R1881-dependent activation by AR.

Task 10-13. Study the transcriptional properties of the mutant AR (877Thr>Ala)

Regarding to the proposed work on the mutant AR (877Thr>Ala) found frequently in prostate cancer patients, we have generated this mutant AR by site-directed mutagenesis (data not shown). When tested in parallel, this mutant AR was expressed in Xenopus oocytes just like the wild-type AR. As expected, this mutant AR is indistinguishable from the wild-type AR in response to R1881 and in the presence of coactivators like p300 and SRC-1 (data not shown). The experiments to test the effect of anti-androgens are currently undergoing.

Other progress:

Although not proposed in original proposal, we have investigated the coactivators specifically recruited by AR during R1881-stimulated transcriptional activation by using chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) assay. ChIP assay is a powerful method which allows to detect the proteins associated with DNA template (chromatin) during transcription. As shown in Fig. 4, we have analyzed by this method the association of SRC-1, p300, BRG1, TRAP220 and RNA polymerase II under the conditions with and without AR and with and without R1881. It is clear that in the presence of R1881 an increased association was detected for SRC-1, p300, BRG1, TRAP220 and RNA pol II. In agreement with the recruitment of p300, the levels of histone H3 and H4 acetylation were also increased. The finding that BRG1 is recruited by liganded AR also
indicates the involvement of the ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling complex SWI/SNF in AR activation. The presence of TRAP220, a subunit of the TRAP/Mediator complex, is consistent with an essential, widespread role of this complex in transcription. Thus, the R1881-dependent transcriptional activation is correlated with the recruitment of multiple cofactors and histone acetylation. We are currently investigating how these distinct cofactors are recruited by liganded AR (direct or indirect) as well as the involvement of other AR cofactors such as ARA70. The establishment of ChIP assay opens a new avenue for studying the molecular mechanisms by which AR regulates gene expression in the context of chromatin.

Statement of work accomplished/in progress

Task 1. Generate the constructs for and analyze the expression of p300 and ARA70 in Xenopus oocytes. Accomplished except problem for ARA70.

Task 2. Study the effect of coactivators SRC-1, p300, and ARA70 on AR activation in the context of chromatin in Xenopus oocytes. Accomplished except problem for ARA70.


Task 4. Analyze the protein-protein interaction between coactivators. Accomplished for SRC-1 and p300.

Task 5. Purification of functionally active p300 protein from SF9 cells. Accomplished.

Task 6. Preparation of functionally active ARA70 from injected Xenopus oocytes. In progress due to problem of expression in Xenopus oocytes. Initiating a new approach (baculovirus) for expression of ARA70.

Task 7-8. Still try to make functionally active recombinant AR proteins.


Task 10-12. In progress.

Key Research Accomplishments

- Expression constructs for SRC-1 and p300 have been generated.
- Expression of SRC-1 and p300 in Xenopus oocytes was verified.
A R-1881 responsive AR-dependent transcription activation from Xenopus oocytes were established.

- A hormone-independent activation was observed when AR was expressed in high levels in both Xenopus oocytes and mammalian cells.
- A hormone-independent DNA binding activity of AR proteins expressed in Xenopus oocytes was demonstrated.
- A variety of mutants for p300 and SRC-1 were generated.
- Structural and functional analyses revealed that both SRC interaction and HAT activity were required for p300 to facilitate AR activation.
- Coactivators SRC-1 and p300 stimulate both hormone-dependent and independent activation by AR.
- Functionally active p300 proteins were prepared using a baculovirus expression system.
- Demonstrate that ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling factor SWI/SNF is required for AR activation.
- Demonstrate that the recruitment of SWI/SNF by AR is partially dependent on the histone acetylation.
- Demonstrate that the activation by AR is associated with the recruitment of SRC proteins, p300, SWI/SNF and the TRAP/Mediator complex by using chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) assay.

Reportable Outcomes

The support from DOD has allowed us to make significant progress in our research. So far two manuscripts have been published (see attached manuscripts). A third manuscript entitled “Targeting of SWI/SNF and mediator complexes by SRC family coactivators during transcriptional activation by nuclear hormone receptors” is in preparation.

Conclusions

Significant progress has been made in most of the proposed tasks. We have established an AR-dependent, hormone-responsive transcription system using Xenopus oocytes. This has allowed us to demonstrate that coactivators SRC-1 and p300 stimulate AR activation in the context of chromatin. In so doing, p300 requires its interaction with SRC-1 and its intrinsic HAT activity. Furthermore, we observe that AR contains also an intrinsic hormone-independent transactivation activity. This activity is observed when a high level of expression of AR is achieved. This activity is observed in both Xenopus oocytes and mammalian cells. We believe this hormone-independent activity of AR may be relevant to the possible function of AR in hormone-
independent prostate cancer. In addition, we demonstrate that histone methylation is also likely to have an important role in transcriptional regulation by AR, as the coactivator PRMT1 is found to be a histone H4 Arg-3 specific methyltransferase (see appendix 3). Finally, by using chromatin immunoprecipitation assay, we demonstrate that the activation by AR is associated with the recruitment of SRC proteins, p300, SWI/SNF and the Mediator complex. Taken together, we believe the establishment of a hormone-responsive chromatin-based transcription system using Xenopus oocytes will allow us to further elucidate the molecular mechanisms by which AR regulates transcription in the context of chromatin and by which AR retains its trans-activation function in hormone-independent prostate.

Reference

Fig. 1. The HAT activity of p300 is required for its coactivator activity for AR. The top panel illustrates the amino acid changes in p300Hm mutant. The low panel shows that the R1881-stimulated activation by AR was enhanced by the coexpression of wild-type p300 but not the p300Hm. The internal control was the primer extension product from the endogenous storage histone H4 mRNA.
**Transcription**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MMTV-LTR</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1881</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p300(SID)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. The SRC-p300 interaction is essential for R1881-dependent AR activation. Groups of oocytes were injected with AR mRNA, MMTV-LTR reporter and a mRNA encoding the p300 SRC-interaction domain (SID, amino acids 2057-2170). Note that the activation was inhibited by p300(SID) in a dose dependent manner.
Fig. 3. The HAT activity of CBP/p300 is essential for R1881-stimulated AR activation. Groups of oocytes were injected with AR mRNA, MMTV-LTR reporter and CBP/p300 specific HAT inhibitor Lys-CoA (+, 5 uM; ++, 10 uM; and ++++, 20 uM). The expression of AR was shown by Western blotting analysis. Note that the transcription from MMTV-LTR was almost completely inhibited when oocytes were injected with 20 uM Lys-CoA (18.4 nl/oocyte).
**ChIP assay**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MMTV-LTR</th>
<th>AR</th>
<th>R1881</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>input</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>αAcH3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>αAcH4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>αAR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>αSRC-1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>αp300</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>αBRG1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>αTRAP220</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>αPol II</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Chromatin immunoprecipitation assay indicates the specific recruitment of multiple cofactors by liganded AR. The oocytes were injected with MMTV-LTR reporter and with or without AR as indicated. After incubation with or without R1881 overnight, the groups of oocytes were collected and processed for ChIP assay using specific antibodies as indicated. Note that the association of SRC-1, p300, BRG1, TRAP220 and Pol II were clearly increased in the presence of R1881 and AR, although some increases in the absence of R1881 were also observed. This increase most likely reflects the R1881-independent activation by AR.
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Acetylation of core histone tails plays a fundamental role in transcription regulation. In addition to acetylation, other posttranslational modifications, such as phosphorylation and methylation, occur in core histone tails. Here, we report the purification, molecular identification, and functional characterization of a histone H4–specific methyltransferase PRMT1, a protein arginine methyltransferase. PRMT1 specifically methylates arginine 3 (Arg 3) of H4 in vitro and in vivo. Methylation of Arg 3 by PRMT1 facilitates subsequent acetylation of H4 tails by p300. However, acetylation of H4 inhibits its methylation by PRMT1. Most important, a mutation in the S-adenosyl-L-methionine–binding site of PRMT1 substantially crippled its nuclear receptor coactivator activity. Our finding reveals Arg 3 of H4 as a novel methylation site by PRMT1 and indicates that Arg 3 methylation plays an important role in transcriptional regulation.
REPORTS

fractions revealed that a polypeptide of 42 kD coeluted with the enzymatic activity (Fig. 1B, top panel). To confirm this result, the same input was loaded onto a gel-filtration Superose-200 column. Analysis of the column fractions indicated that the peak of the enzymatic activity eluted around 330 kD between fractions 38 and 41 (Fig. 1C, bottom panel). Silver staining of an SDS-polyacrylamide gel containing the column fractions revealed again that a 42-kD polypeptide coeluted with the enzymatic activity. Mass spectrometry analysis (11) identified the 42-kD polypeptide as the human protein arginine N-methyltransferase 1, PRMT1 (12). Because the HMT activity eluted around 330 kD and only coeluted with PRMT1, it is likely that PRMT1 functions as a homo-oligomer. This was verified by the demonstration that recombinant PRMT1 fractionated in the same way as the endogenous PRMT1, as a 330-kD complex (11). Therefore, we conclude that PRMT1 functions as an H4-specific HMT in the form of a homo-oligomer.

The identification of PRMT1 as one of the most abundant H4-specific HMTs is surprising, because only Lys 20 of H4 has been reported to be methylated in vivo (1) and because PRMT1 is not known to be able to methylate lysine residues. Instead, PRMT1 and its yeast homolog have been reported to mainly methylate arginine of certain RNA binding proteins (8).

To determine whether PRMT1 methylates H4 on Lys 20, core histone octamers were methylated with recombinant or native PRMT1 in the presence of S-adenosyl-L-[methyl-3H]methionine ([3H]SAM). After separation by SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE), methylated H4 was recovered and mi-
methylation site for PRMT1 is intriguing. To determine whether Arg3 methylation occurs in vivo, antibodies against an Arg-3-methylated histone H4 NH₂-terminal peptide were generated (14). Although the antibody reacted strongly with PRMT1-methylated H4, it did not recognize equal amounts of recombinant H4 expressed in _Escherichia coli_ (Fig. 2A, compare lanes 1 and 3), indicating that the antibody is methyl-Arg 3–specific. This same antibody also recognized histone H4 purified from HeLa cells (Fig. 2B, lane 2) indicating certain amount of Arg 3-methylation occurs in vivo. We note that H2A can also be weakly methylated by PRMT1 in vitro and that methylated H2A can be recognized by the methyl-Arg 3 antibody (Fig. 2A, compare lanes 2 and 3). The methylation site on H2A is likely to be Arg 3, because H2A has the same extreme NH₂-terminal sequence “SGRGK” as that of H4 (14). However, the amount of endogenous H2A methylation is undetectable under the same conditions (bottom panels of Fig. 2, A and B).

We next sought to determine whether PRMT1 is responsible for this site-specific Arg 3 methylation in vivo. If PRMT1 is responsible for Arg 3 methylation, overexpression of PRMT1 should increase the amount of Arg 3 methylation. The results shown in Fig. 2B indicate that overexpression of PRMT1 increases Arg 3 methylation (compare lanes 2 and 3). To confirm the above result, core histones from _PRMT1⁺⁺_ and _PRMT1⁻⁻_ embryonic stem (ES) cells (15) were purified and compared for their Arg 3 methylation. The results shown in Fig. 2B (compare lanes 4 and 5) demonstrated that inactivation of the _Prmt1_ gene results in a dramatic decrease in the amount of Arg 3 methylation, indicating that histone H4 is likely an in vivo substrate for PRMT1. However, we could

---

**Fig. 3.** Arg 3 methylation stimulates H4 acetylation by p300. (A) PRMT1-methylated H4 is a better substrate for p300 acetylation. Mock- and PRMT1-methylated recombinant H4 were subjected to p300 acetylation in the presence of [3H]acetyl-CoA (16). Samples were analyzed by Coomassie, Western blot, and fluorogram. (B) TAU gel analysis (17) of the samples used in (A). (C) Arg 3 methylation facilitates Lys 8 and Lys 12 acetylation by p300. Samples used in (A) were analyzed by Western blots using antibodies specific for histone H4 methylated at Arg 3 or acetylated at Lys 5, 8, 12, or 16 as indicated. The site-specific acetyl-lysine antibodies are purchased from Serotec.

**Fig. 4.** Acetylation of H4 inhibits Arg 3 methylation by PRMT1. (A) Lysine acetylation inhibits H4-Arg 3 methylation in vitro. Hyper- (Ac) and hypoacetylated (Non-Ac) core histones purified from HeLa cells (17) were used as substrates for PRMT1 methylation (10). Different acetylated isoforms were resolved by a TAU gel and visualized by Coomassie staining. Methylation of different acetylated isoforms by PRMT1 was revealed by fluorogram. (B) Lysine acetylation inhibits H4-Arg 3 methylation in vivo. Core histones purified from untreated and TSA-treated (100 ng/ml final concentration) HeLa cells were analyzed by TAU gel (top panel), SDS-PAGE (middle panel), and Western blot (bottom panel). TAU gel reveals the acetylation state of H4, SDS-PAGE reveals equal loading, and Western blot reveals Arg 3 methylation state. (C) Comparison of the efficiency of PRMT1 to methylate different acetylated H4 peptides. Lysine residues that can be acetylated in vivo are indicated (top). Synthetic peptides that were not acetylated, monoacetylated, triacetylated, and fully acetylated, respectively, were methylated with PRMT1 (10) and resolved by 20% SDS-PAGE before exposure to x-ray film (bottom). For quantification, the gel was cut and counted with scintillation counting. Results shown (middle) represent the average of two independent experiments with deviation.
not rule out the possibility that PRMT1 is an upstream regulator of an H4 Arg 3–specific HMT involved in H4 methylation through a methylation pathway similar to phosphorylation. Having established that PRMT1 plays a critical role in Arg 3 methylation in vivo, we next sought to determine the function of this modification. Recent demonstration that methylation on Lys 9 of H3 inhibits Ser 10 phosphorylation (4) prompted us to ask whether Arg 3 methylation interferes with acetylation of lysine residues on H4 tails. To this end, we compared recombinant H4 that was either mock-methylated or PRMT1 methylated to serve as substrates for acetylation by p300 in the presence of [3H]acetyl-CoA (16). Methylation of H4 by PRMT1 stimulated its subsequent acetylation by p300 (Fig. 3A). To confirm this result, samples equivalent to those analyzed in Fig. 3A were analyzed with a Triton-Acetic Acid-Urea (TAU) gel, which separates different acetylated histone isoforms. The results demonstrate that PRMT1-methylated H4 is a better substrate for p300 when compared with unmethylated H4, because all H4 molecules were acetylated (no 0 acetylated form) by p300 (Fig. 3B). However, under the same conditions, a fraction of the mock-methylated substrates still remains unacetylated (0 acetylated form). To determine which of the four acetylable lysine residues are affected by Arg 3 methylation, the acetylation status of samples analyzed above was examined by using acetylation site-specific antibodies. The results indicated that Arg 3 methylation facilitates K8 and K12 acetylation but has little effect on K5 or K16 acetylation (Fig. 3C).

To determine the effect of lysine acetylation on Arg 3 methylation, we purified both hyperacetylated and hypoacetylated core histones from HeLa cells (17) and used them as substrates for PRMT1 in the presence of [3H]SAM. After methylation, samples were resolved in a TAU gel followed by Coomassie staining and autoradiography. Only unmodified monoacetylated H4 isoforms were methylated to a detectable level, although nearly equal amounts of the different H4 isoforms were present in the methylation reaction (Fig. 4A, compare lanes 1 and 3). Because unacylated H4 is the best substrate for PRMT1, when compared with different acetylated H4 isoforms (Fig. 4A), we concluded that acetylation on lysine residues inhibits H4 methylation by PRMT1. To determine whether this inhibition occurs in vivo, HeLa cells were treated with a histone deacetylase inhibitor, Tricostatin A (TSA), to induce hyperacetylation. Twelve hours after TSA treatment, core histones were isolated, and the methylation state of H4-Arg 3 was analyzed. Hypoacetylated H4 (untreated) had a higher amount of Arg 3 methylation when compared with hyperacetylated H4 (TSA treated), which had almost undetectable Arg 3 methylation (Fig. 4B). Therefore, hyperacetylation on lysine residues correlates with hypomethylation of H4 Arg 3. This result is consistent with the idea that acetylation on lysine residues inhibits its subsequent Arg 3 methylation, and it is also consistent with earlier studies demonstrating that H4 methylation preferentially occurs on unacetylated histones, whereas H3 methylation occurs preferentially on acetylated histones (18). Because H4 contains four lysine residues that can be acetylated (Fig. 4C, top panel), we investigated whether acetylation on any of the four sites would have a similar effect on Arg 3 methylation. To this end, synthetic H4 tail peptides that were not acetylated or were monoacetylated, triacetylated and fully acetylated, were used as substrates for PRMT1. Acetylation on any of the four lysines inhibited Arg 3 methylation by PRMT1 (Fig. 4C). However, acetylation on Lys 5 had the most effect. In addition, acetylation on different lysines seemed to have an additive inhibition effect. Consistent with results shown in Fig. 4A, triacetylated and fully acetylated peptides were severely impaired in serving as substrates for PRMT1 (Fig. 4C).

That Arg3 methylation enhanced lysine acetylation (Fig. 3) predicts that PRMT1 is likely to be involved in transcriptional activation. Indeed, PRMT1 has been shown recently to function as a coactivator of nuclear hormone receptors (19). However, its coactivator activity has not been linked to its HMT activity. To directly address the function of Arg 3 methylation on transcription, we introduced a single amino acid mutation (G80R) in the conserved SAM binding domain of PRMT1, which has been previously shown to impair its enzymatic activity (20). The ability of the mutant and wild-type PRMT1 to facilitate activation by androgen receptor (AR), which is known to use CBP/p300 as coactivators, was compared in chromatin context by using Xenopus oocytes as a model system (21). A mouse mammary tumor virus (MMTV) long terminal repeat (LTR)-based reporter was injected into the nuclei of Xenopus oocytes, and successful assembly of the reporter into chromatin was confirmed by micrococcal nuclease digestion (Fig. 5A). Ectopic expression of AR in Xenopus oocytes led to an agonist-stimulated activation of the reporter (Fig. 5B, compare lanes 2 and 3). Co-expression of PRMT1 further augmented the activation by AR (Fig. 5B, compare lanes 3 and 5). Significantly, the PRMT1(G80R) mutant has little coactivator activity when compared with wild-type PRMT1 (Fig. 5B, compare lanes 4 and 5 with lanes 6 and 7). Western blot analysis revealed that the differences in transcription were not due to differential expression of PRMT1 and PRMT1(G80R) or their effect on AR expression (Fig. 5B). We thus conclude that the HMT activity of PRMT1 is critical for its coactivator activity.

Our studies demonstrating the interplay between Arg3 methylation and lysine acetylation support the "histone code" hypothesis (1). We provided evidence that H4 Arg 3 methylation plays an important role in transcriptional activation. An H3-specific arginine methyltransferase CARM1 was also shown to function as a nuclear hormone receptor coactivator (9, 22). In contrast, the heterochromatin-associated protein SUV39H1 was found to be an H3-specific methyltransferase (4), and methylation of Lys 9 by SUV39H1 serves as a binding site for the recruitment of the heterochromatin protein 1 (HP1) (5–7), suggesting that methylation of Lys 9 on H3 is likely involved in heterochromatin function.

**Fig. 5. The PRMT1 HMT activity is required for PRMT1 to function as a coactivator for AR. (A).** The MMTV-LTR–based reporter injected into the nuclei of Xenopus oocytes was assembled into regularly spaced nucleosomes as revealed by Southern blot of a micrococcal nuclease digestion (Mfase) assay (11). (B) Groups of Xenopus oocytes were injected with the MMTV-LTR reporter and the in vitro synthesized mRNAs encoding AR (100 ng/μl), PRMT1, or PRMT1(G80R) (100 ng/μl or 300 ng/μl) as indicated and were treated with or without the AR agonist R1881 (100 nM) overnight. The level of transcription from the reporter (exp) was analyzed by primer extension analysis of the total RNAs prepared from each group of oocytes and quantified by phosphor screen autoradiography (11). Folds of activation are shown below the primer extension product. The primer extension product from the endogenous histone H4 mRNA served as an internal control (ctrl). The expression levels of AR, PRMT1, and PRMT1(G80R) in each group of oocytes were analyzed by Western blot using an AR- or PRMT1-specific antibody, respectively.
matic gene silencing. Whether Arg 3 methylation helps the recruitment of specific histone acetyltransferases, such as p300, remains to be determined. As new HMTs responsible for the methylation of different histone arginine or lysine residues are identified, the functions of histone methylation on transcription and other processes involving chromatin will be revealed.
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AR Possesses an Intrinsic Hormone-Independent Transcriptional Activity
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Recent research has highlighted the functional importance of chromatin structure in transcriptional regulation. We have used Xenopus oocytes as a model system to investigate the action of AR in the context of chromatin. By manipulating the levels of AR expression, we have observed both agonist-dependent and -independent activation by AR. Expression of AR at relatively low levels resulted in strong agonist-dependent activation, whereas high levels of AR also led to hormone-independent activation. By using gel mobility shift and deoxyribonuclease I footprinting assays, we demonstrate that AR expressed in Xenopus oocytes binds to a consensus androgen response element in vitro in a ligand-independent manner. Expression of the co-activators steroid receptor coactivator-1, receptor-associated coactivator-3, and p300 stimulated both agonist-dependent and -independent activation by AR. Furthermore, this hormone-independent activity of AR is also observed in mammalian cells. Antagonists such as casodex can inhibit hormone-independent activity of AR, and this inhibition appears to correlate with the enhanced association with corepressor silencing mediator of retinoid and thyroid hormone receptors. Altogether, our studies reveal that AR has a capacity to activate transcription in a ligand-independent manner. (Molecular Endocrinology 16: 924–937, 2002)

Androgens play important roles in the differentiation, development, and maintenance of male reproductive functions, as well as in the etiology of prostate cancer. The biological effects of androgens are believed to be mediated through the intracellular AR, which belongs to the nuclear receptor (NR) superfamily of ligand-regulated transcription factors (1, 2). Like other NRs, AR is composed of distinct functional domains that include an amino-terminal domain that contains one or more transcription activation functions (AF1), a highly conserved DNA binding domain and a multifunctional carboxyl-terminal ligand binding domain that is involved in homo- or heterodimerization of the receptors, binding of specific ligands, and contains a ligand-dependent activation function (AF2) (1, 3–5).

Early studies indicate that in the absence of ligands, AR resides primarily in cytoplasm and is believed to associate with heat shock proteins in an inactive state (6, 7). Binding of ligand to AR is believed to trigger a series of events, including conformational change, translocation from the cytoplasm to the nucleus, and subsequent binding to specific promoter response elements, which eventually leads to activation or repression of its target genes (1, 4, 5). Like other NRs, research in the last several years has revealed an increasingly complexity of the mechanism of transcriptional regulation by AR (8). The actions of AR are subject to modulation, either positively or negatively, by an increasing number of coregulatory proteins, termed coactivators or corepressors (9). Coactivators are believed to function either as bridging factors between receptors and basal transcription machinery to enhance recruitment of the basal transcription machinery and/or as factors that have capacity to actively remodel repressive chromatin (8). While some coactivators such as ARA70 (10) or FHL2 (11) may be specific for AR, many of the coactivators identified so far, including steroid receptor coactivator (SRC) family coactivators, CREB-binding protein, p300, CBP/p300-associated factor, and TR-associated proteins/VDR-interacting proteins/activator-recruited cofactor complexes are generic to NRs (for review, see Refs. 8 and 9). Importantly, many coactivators possess intrinsic histone acetyltransferase activity (12). In contrast, corepressors such as silencing mediator of retinoid and thyroid hormone receptors (SMRT) and nuclear receptor corepressor (N-CoR) are found to associate with histone deacetylases in large protein complexes (13–16). These findings provide a strong molecular connection between the modification of chromatin structure and transcriptional regulation by NRs. Indeed, a conceptual advance in our understanding of transcription control over the last several years is the recognition of chromatin structure as an integral component of transcriptional regulation in eukaryotic cells (17). In comparison to other NRs such as TR, GR, PR,
and ER, little is known about how AR regulates transcription in the context of chromatin.

Uniquely among steroid hormone receptors, the hormone-dependent AF2 activity of AR is elusive. Deletion of the ligand binding domain generates an AR molecule with constitutive activity that in many transcription assays is equivalent to the activity of the full-length AR in the presence of ligands, whereas deletion of the N-terminal AF1 domain usually results in an AR molecule with low or no detectable activity even in the presence of ligands (6, 18). These observations suggest that AF1 contributes most, if not all, the activity of AR. Consistent with this idea, several studies indicate that the AF1 domain mediates primarily the interaction between the SRC family coactivators and liganded AR (19–21). Recent studies also indicate that a ligand-dependent intramolecular interaction between AF1 and AF2 domains is essential for AR transcriptional activity (22, 23). In addition, AR can be activated in the absence of androgens in different cell lines by growth factors such as IGF-I and epidermal growth factor or chemicals that directly activate the PKA signaling pathway (24, 25). The mechanism of such ligand-independent activation is not clear yet, but likely to involve phosphorylation of AR and/or its associated proteins.

Recent studies in prostate cancer provide evidence for the existence of a ligand-independent activity for AR. Androgens are known to play a crucial role in the occurrence and progression of prostate cancer. Patients with advanced prostate cancer are usually subjected to hormonal therapy by either androgen deprivation and/or blockade of AR with antiandrogens. These treatments are beneficial in the early stages of cancer but eventually lead to relapse of androgen-insensitive cancers (26). Paradoxically, many hormone-insensitive prostate cancers are found to be positive for both AR as well as the gene products that are regulated by AR (27–29), suggesting that AR may still remain functionally active and thus contribute to the progression of androgen-independent prostate cancer. While mutations in AR may lead to activation of AR in the absence of ligands or a change in its hormone specificity, recent studies indicate that mutations in AR are rare events in hormone-insensitive cancers. Instead, the amplification and consequent overexpression of the wild-type AR gene appears to be the most common event found in hormone-refractory prostate cancer (29). These observations have led to the hypothesis that overexpression of AR and its subsequent activation by growth factor-mediated cross-talk pathways could lead to the ligand-independent activation of AR in hormone-insensitive prostate cancer. However, it is not known whether overexpression of AR alone is able to activate transcription in the absence of cross-talk pathways.

An important question related to the issue of the hormone-independent activity is whether AR can bind to an androgen response element (ARE) in the absence of ligand. Although ligand is usually required for androgen-dependent transcription activation because AR is located primarily in cytoplasm in the absence of ligand, the fact that AR can be activated by other signaling pathways in the absence of ligand argues that AR has the capacity to bind DNA in a ligand-independent manner. So far, in vitro gel shift assays have yielded conflicting results on this subject. In some cases, in vitro translated AR or AR produced in insect cells is capable of binding to AREs in vitro in the absence of ligand (30–32), whereas in other cases pretreatment with ligand is required for DNA binding in vitro (33). The discrepancy over whether AR can bind DNA in the absence of ligands in vitro is at least partly due to the technical difficulty in producing sufficient amounts of recombinant unliganded AR proteins and further complicated by the fact that AR appears to have an intrinsic weak DNA binding activity.

Our previous work and that of others have established Xenopus oocytes as an excellent model system for studies of transcriptional regulation by NRs in the context of chromatin (34, 35). Xenopus oocytes contain a large storage of factors required for transcription and both histones and nonhistone proteins required for chromatin assembly. Xenopus oocytes are well suited for introduction of DNA, mRNA, or proteins through microinjection. Introduction of DNA into the nucleus of Xenopus oocytes through microinjection allows the assembly of injected DNA into chromatin through two different pathways depending upon the type of DNA injected. While microinjection of DNA templates either as single-stranded (ss) or double-stranded (ds) DNA into Xenopus oocyte nucleus leads to the assembly of both DNA templates into chromatin, the chromatin template resulted from injection of ssDNA is more refractory to basal transcription than that generated by dsDNA. This is because that the ssDNA injected into Xenopus oocyte nucleus is rapidly converted into dsDNA through the synthesis of the complementary strand. The resulting dsDNA is assembled into chromatin within 30 min after injection in a process coupled to the synthesis of the complementary strand (replication-coupled assembly pathway) (34, 36), which mimics the chromatin assembly process during S phase in cell cycle.

In this study, we have reconstituted a ligand-responsive AR transcriptional system using Xenopus oocytes in an effort to understand the molecular mechanisms of transcriptional regulation by AR in the context of chromatin. We demonstrate that, while R1881 strongly stimulated transcriptional activation by AR, a ligand-independent activity is also observed when AR is highly expressed. Expression of coactivators such as members of SRC family and p300 stimulates both ligand-independent and -dependent activation by AR. In vitro DNA binding assays indicate that ligand is not required for AR DNA binding activity. Furthermore, this hormone-independent activity is also observed in mammalian cells. Interestingly, addition of AR-antagonists such as casodex can inhibit this hormone-independent activity and this inhibitory effect appears to correlate with
the recruitment of corepressor SMRT. Taken together, our results indicate that overexpression of AR can lead to activation of AR target genes in a ligand-independent manner and thus provide a possible molecular basis for the roles of AR gene amplification and consequent overexpression of AR in many hormone-refractory prostate cancers.

RESULTS

Xenopus Oocytes as a Model System for AR

To gain insight into how AR regulates transcription in the context of chromatin, we chose to use the *Xenopus* oocyte as a model system. To express AR in *Xenopus* oocytes, oocytes were injected with *in vitro* synthesized mRNA encoding a FLAG-tagged human AR and incubated overnight. Subsequent Western analysis using an AR-specific antibody (N-20; Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc., Santa Cruz, CA) revealed the presence of AR in the extract derived from the oocytes injected with AR mRNA (Fig. 1A, lane 2), whereas no endogenous AR proteins could be detected from the noninjected control oocyte extract (Fig. 1A, lane 1). Indeed, Western analysis using a different AR antibody (C-19; Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc.) also failed to detect the presence of AR protein in *Xenopus* oocytes (data not shown), indicating that *Xenopus* oocytes contain a very low level, if any, of endogenous AR proteins.

To investigate transcriptional regulation by AR in chromatin, we used two reporter constructs. Our previous work demonstrated that chromatin structure is important for transcriptional regulation of the *Xenopus* TRβA promoter by TR (34). We thus generated a TRβA promoter-based reporter (4 ARE-TRβA) by inserting four copies of a consensus ARE upstream of the TRβA transcriptional start site (Fig. 1B). Because the functional importance of chromatin structure in transcriptional regulation of the mouse mammary tumor virus-long terminal repeat (MMTV-LTR) by steroid hormone receptors has been well established (37), we also generated a MMTV-LTR-based reporter (Fig. 1B). To assemble reporter DNA into repressive chromatin through the replication-coupled chromatin assembly pathway (36), we injected both reporters in ssDNA form into the nucleus of *Xenopus* oocytes. After overnight incubation, the injected oocytes were collected and the chromatin structure was analyzed by micrococcal nuclease (MNase) digestion assay. As shown in Fig. 1C, limited MNase digestions revealed that injection of both reporters as ssDNA plasmids led to the assembly of the DNA into chromatin with regularly spaced nucleosomes. This result is consistent with the notion that injection of ssDNA plasmid will result in efficient assembly of chromatin through a replication-coupled assembly pathway.

We next examined whether expression of AR could activate transcription from repressive chromatin in *Xenopus* oocytes. Groups of *Xenopus* oocytes were injected with mRNA encoding AR (100 ng/μl, 18.4 nl/oocyte) and ssDNA of the MMTV reporter and treated with agonist R1881 or the antagonists casodex or flutamide at concentrations as indicated (Fig. 2). After overnight incubation, the total RNA was purified from each group of oocytes and the level of transcription from the MMTV promoter was analyzed by primer

![Fig. 1. Expression of AR and Assembly of AR-Responsive Reporters into Chromatin in Xenopus Oocytes through Microinjection](image-url)
Fig. 2. R1881 But Not the Antagonists Casodex and Flutamide Stimulates AR Transcriptional Activation

Groups of oocytes were injected with a low dose of AR mRNA (100 ng/µl, 18.4 nl/oocyte) and ssDNA of MMTV reporter (50 ng/µl, 18.4 nl/oocyte). The oocytes were then treated overnight with R1881 or the antagonists casodex or flutamide at a concentration as indicated in (A) and (B). The levels of transcription were then analyzed by primer extension assay. Ctrl, The primer extension product derived from the endogenous storage histone H4 mRNA. Expt, The primer extension product derived from transcripts from the MMTV LTR reporter using end-labeled CAT primer as described in Materials and Methods.

extension assay. A histone H4-specific primer, which detected the endogenous histone H4 mRNA and thus served as an internal loading control, was included in the primer extension reaction. As shown in Fig. 2, addition of R1881 at concentrations of 0.1 nM was sufficient to activate transcription from the MMTV promoter, whereas addition of casodex or flutamide at a concentration ranging from 1 nM to 100 nM failed to do so. Similar results were observed when the 4.ARE-TRβA reporter was used (data not shown). We thus conclude that AR expressed in Xenopus oocytes exhibits the expected hormone specificity and activates transcription from the MMTV LTR assembled into chromatin.

We next tested the effect of the levels of AR protein on transcriptional activation from both MMTV and TRβA-based reporters. Groups of oocytes were injected with a low dose (100 ng/µl) or a high dose (1 µg/µl) of AR mRNA and the reporter DNA (ssDNA) as indicated (Fig. 3A). Levels of transcription were assayed after overnight incubation in the presence or absence of R1881 (10 nM). Consistent with the result in Fig. 2, a R1881-dependent activation was observed from both the MMTV- and TRβA-based reporters when a low concentration of AR mRNA (100 ng/µl) was injected (Fig. 3A). However, an R1881-independent activation of transcription from both reporters (compare lanes 4 with 2 and lanes 9 with 7) was clearly detected when a high dose of AR mRNA was injected. Although addition of R1881 led to a stronger final levels of transcription (compare lanes 5 with 3 and lanes 10 with 8), the fold of R1881-dependent activation actually decreased due to the presence of R1881-independent activation. On the TRβA promoter, both R1881-independent and -dependent activation required the presence of AREs, because no activation was observed when the parental reporter without AREs was used as the reporter (compare lanes 12 and 13 with 11), indicating that both R1881-dependent and -independent activation were directly mediated by AR. Because ligand-independent activation for AR has only been reported in the cases of activation by crosstalk pathways and because the ligand-independent activity of AR has been implicated clinically in hormone-refractory prostate cancer, we focus here on the characterization of the molecular mechanism of this R1881-independent transcriptional activation by AR.

Increased AR Expression Leads to Increased Nuclear Distribution of AR

Because studies in mammalian cells demonstrated that in the absence of ligand AR resides primarily in cytoplasm (6, 7), we first examined whether AR expressed in the Xenopus oocytes also exhibited a similar distribution. To do this, we took the advantage of the fact that the nucleus of Xenopus oocytes can be easily dissected manually away from the cytoplasm. Groups of Xenopus oocytes were injected with the low and high dose of AR mRNA as in Fig. 3A and incubated with or without addition of 10 nM of R1881. After overnight incubation, nuclear, cytoplasmic and total oocyte fractions were prepared. Due to the drastic difference in volume between the nucleus and cytoplasm of Xenopus oocytes (38), total proteins equivalent to three nuclei, half an oocyte of cytoplasmic and half an oocyte of the total oocyte extracts were fractionated by using a SDS-PAGE, and the distribution of AR was analyzed by Western blotting. As shown in Fig. 3B, in the absence of R1881, the majority of AR was found in the cytoplasm in both groups of oocytes injected with the low and high doses of AR mRNA (compare lanes 1 and 2). Treatment with R1881 led to a strong enrichment of AR in the nuclear fraction (compare lanes 5 and 4). This result indicates that AR expressed in Xenopus oocytes is primarily localized to the cytoplasm in the absence of R1881 and undergoes translocation to the nucleus in response to R1881.
Fig. 3. AR Exhibits Both R1881-Dependent and -Independent Activation

A, Injection of low and high doses of AR mRNA led to observation of both R1881-dependent and -independent activation. Groups of oocytes were injected with AR mRNA at low (100 ng/µl, 18.4 nl/oocyte) or high concentrations (1 µg/µl, 18.4 nl/oocyte) and treated with or without R1881 (10 nM) overnight. All reporters were injected as ssDNA as in Fig. 1C. The primer extension assay was as in Fig. 2B for MMTV reporter and the primer 1 for pTRP3A-based reporters. Note that AR failed to activate transcription from the control pTRA3A reporter (without AREs).

B, Subcellular localization of AR expressed in Xenopus oocytes. Groups of oocytes were injected with AR mRNA at low (100 ng/µl, 18.4 nl/oocyte) or high concentrations (1 µg/µl, 18.4 nl/oocyte) and treated with or without R1881 (10 nM) overnight as in A. The nuclear (N) and cytoplasmic (C) fractions of the oocytes were then dissected manually and analyzed for AR proteins by Western blotting using a FLAG-tag-specific antibody (M2, Sigma). T, Total oocyte extract. Note that protein extracts equivalent to 3 nucleus, half an oocyte of cytoplasm, and half a total oocyte were used here for Western analysis.

C, Comparison of the levels of AR expressed in Xenopus oocytes with that in LNCaP cells. Total cell extract from LNCaP cells (5 µg) and total extracts (5 µg) prepared from oocytes injected with low and high doses of AR mRNA as in panel B were compared by Western analysis using an AR-specific antibody.

treatment. Thus, the pattern of subcellular localization of AR proteins in Xenopus oocytes is identical with that in mammalian cells.

Importantly, as shown in Fig. 3B, injection of the high dose of AR mRNA (1 µg/µl) clearly increased the level of AR protein in the nucleus in the absence of R1881 (compare lane 2 in the low and high). This result, together with the requirement of AREs for both R1881-dependent and -independent activation, suggests a model in which overexpression of AR leads to an increased level of AR protein in the nucleus, and this nuclear AR leads to subsequent activation of transcription even in the absence of R1881.

As the hormone-independent activation was only clearly observed when a high dose of AR mRNA was injected, we were concerned whether this is a phenomenon that exists only in the presence of vastly overexpression of AR. To have some sense about the levels of AR proteins, we compared the levels of AR proteins in Xenopus oocytes primed with low and high doses of AR mRNA with that that in an AR-positive prostate cancer cell line, LNCaP. When the same amount of the total proteins (5 µg) of LNCaP whole cell extract or AR mRNA primed oocyte extracts were analyzed for levels of AR by Western blotting (Fig. 3C), we found that level of AR in LNCaP cells was even higher than that in oocyte extract primed with the high dose of AR mRNA. This result indicates that a comparable level (concentration) of AR proteins can be found in prostate cancer cells such as LNCaP cells and thus suggests that the hormone-independent transcriptional activation by AR may have clinical relevance.

DNA Binding in Vitro by AR Protein Is Ligand Independent

The capacity of AR to activate transcription in the absence of hormone implies that AR can bind DNA in the absence of ligand. Because it is controversial as to whether ligand is required for DNA binding by AR, we
analyzed the DNA binding activity of AR proteins expressed in *Xenopus* oocytes. We first carried out gel mobility shift assays using a $^{32}$P-labeled ARE-containing oligonucleotide probe and oocyte extracts prepared from oocytes injected with AR mRNA and treated with or without R1881 (10 nM). To maintain the association with R1881 of the AR derived from the R1881-treated AR-expressing oocytes, a final concentration of 10 nM of R1881 was added to all buffers used for binding assay or for making extracts derived from the R1881-treated oocytes. As shown in Fig. 4, a shifted DNA complex can be observed in lanes with both AR programmed extracts, with (lane 3) or without R1881 (lanes 8), but not in the lanes with control oocyte extract (lanes 2 and 7). In addition, this complex is ARE specific because the complex could be eliminated by addition of an excessive cold ARE competitor but not cold TRE competitor. Furthermore, in multiple experiments, we observed that the AR-DNA complex in the presence of R1881 appeared to migrate slightly slower than that in the absence of R1881 [compare lane 3 with lane 8 and use the nonspecific complex indicated by an asterisk (*) as a reference] suggesting this difference in mobility may reflect the conformational changes of AR or/and the AR-DNA complex after binding of R1881.

Next, we carried out deoxyribonuclease I (DNase I) footprinting assays to ensure that AR indeed bound to the ARE in a sequence-specific manner. For this purpose, a $^{32}$P-labeled DNA fragment from the TRβ3A promoter containing a single ARE insertion was generated by PCR and used as probe. AR expressed in oocytes treated with or without R1881 was partially affinity-purified using the FLAG-tag-specific M2 agarose beads to reduce the nonspecific DNA binding by oocyte extracts. As shown in Fig. 5, AR purified from both R1881 untreated or treated oocytes can bind to the ARE in a dose-dependent manner. No significant difference can be observed in terms of the binding (or protection) of the ARE sequence by both R1881 treated or untreated AR. Interestingly, the protection by R1881-treated AR appeared to extend more broadly than that by unliganded AR (compare lane 7 with 4). This difference may reflect the difference in conformations between liganded and unliganded AR and/or association of liganded AR with additional protein(s). Taken together, both gel mobility shift and DNase I footprinting assays demonstrate that AR binds to a consensus ARE in a ligand-independent manner, providing a crucial support for the observation of the ligand-independent activation.

**AR Expressed in Oocytes Exists in a Protein Complex(es)**

Because it is generally believed that in the absence of ligand AR in mammalian cells is associated with heat
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Fig. 5. DNase I Footprinting Assays Indicate that AR Binds in a Ligand-Independent Manner Specifically to the ARE

The end-labeled probe containing a consensus ARE sequence was generated by PCR. An increasing amount of partially purified AR (2 μl in lanes 2 and 5, 4 μl in lanes 3 and 6, and 8 μl in lanes 4 and 7) were used in the DNase I footprinting assay. The lane 1 is the control DNase I digestion without addition of partially purified AR. The position of the ARE is as indicated.

R1881 untreated AR containing extract is derived from a subfraction of AR proteins that may not be integrated into the protein complex(es) and thus presumably not associate with heat shock proteins. If dissociation of heat shock proteins is required for AR DNA binding, one would expect that the smaller AR complex migrating toward the right may be free of heat shock proteins and thus exhibit a better DNA binding capacity. However, our effort to check directly the presence of heat shock protein in AR complex(es) was hindered by the lack of antibody in our hands that can recognize heat shock proteins in Xenopus oocytes.

Coactivators Stimulate Both R1881-Dependent and -Independent Activation

Because the activity of the NRs is subject to regulation by coactivators, we next tested whether the hormone-independent activation by AR could be influenced by coactivators such as members of the SRC-1 family or p300. To better observe the effect of coactivators on ligand-independent activity of AR, we chose to express a moderate level of AR by injecting a medium concentration of AR mRNA (300 ng/μl). The expression of coactivators SRC-1, RAC3, or p300 was achieved by injection of their corresponding in vitro synthesized mRNA and confirmed by Western analysis (data not shown, see Ref. 39). As shown in Fig. 7A where the MMTV reporter was used, coexpression of SRC-1 and RAC3 with AR led to a significant enhancement of R1881-independent activation (from 4-fold to 16- and 17-fold, respectively). Under the same conditions, SRC-1 and RAC3 only moderately stimulated the transcription in the presence of R1881 (from 23-fold to 41- and 31-fold, respectively). The stimulation of R1881-independent activity by coactivators was not restricted to the MMTV reporter, as expression of p300 also stimulated the R1881-independent activation from the 4ARETR3A-based reporter from 7- to 22-fold (Fig. 7B). As a control, expression of p300 alone (Fig. 7B, compare lane 2 with 1) or SRC-1 and RAC3 alone (data not shown) in the absence of AR did not stimulate transcription, indicating that the stimulation of transcription by those coactivators is mediated through AR. Thus, much like the hormone-dependent activation, the hormone-independent activation can be enhanced by the action of coactivators such as SRC1, RAC3, and p300.

Ligand-Independent Activation by AR Is Also Present in Mammalian Cells

To ascertain whether this ligand-independent activity by AR was unique to Xenopus oocytes, we also tested the ligand-independent activity of AR in mammalian cells by transient transfection. A luciferase reporter under the control of MMTV LTR was cotransfected with different amounts of an AR expression construct into COS-1 cells and treated with or without 10 nM of R1881. After 24 h incubation, cells were collected and processed for the luciferase assay. As shown in Fig. 8, although R1881-
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Fig. 6. AR Expressed in Xenopus Oocytes Exists as a Protein Complex(es)
A, Extracts prepared from oocytes injected with AR mRNA but not treated with R1881 were fractionated on a Superose 6 column and the presence of AR and the binding activity to the labeled ARE across the fractions were analyzed by Western blotting (upper panel) and gel mobility shift (lower panel). The number on the top of the Western blotting and gel shift results represent the number of fractions from the Superose 6 column. The arrows at the bottom indicate the elution positions of calibration proteins of known molecular weights. B, Same as panel A except that extracts were from the oocytes injected with AR mRNA and treated with R1881. Note that the peak fraction of AR from the sample not treated with R1881 appeared at fraction 24 and shifted to fraction 28 in the R1881-treated sample.
independent activity of AR. We first tested this in Xenopus oocytes. Groups of Xenopus oocytes were injected with the ssDNA of MMTV reporter, high dose of AR mRNA (1 μg/μl) and treated with either R1881 or antagonists as indicated (Fig. 9A). After overnight incubation, the levels of transcription were again determined by primer extension analysis. As expected, expression of AR led to a hormone-independent activation (Fig. 9A, compare lane 2 with 1). While addition of R1881 led to a further robust activation (Fig. 9A, compare lane 3 with 2), addition of either antagonists clearly inhibited the hormone-independent activation by AR (compare lanes 4, 5 and 6, 7 with 2).

We next tested in COS-1 cell whether antagonists could inhibit the hormone-independent activation. As shown in Fig. 9B, addition of antagonists casodex and flutamide indeed inhibited the hormone-independent activation by AR under the similar conditions as described in Fig. 8.

The Inhibition by Antagonist Correlates with the Recruitment of Corepressor SMRT

In an attempt to understand the mechanisms by which the antagonists inhibited the hormone-independent activity of AR, we analyzed whether casodex could influence the interaction of AR with coactivators and corepressors. We cotransfected a SRC-1 expression construct together with the AR expression construct into COS-1 cells. The transfected cells were then treated with or without R1881 or casodex as indicated (Fig. 9C). We then performed immunoprecipitation (IP) experiments using a FLAG-specific antibody (AR with a FLAG tag) and examined the co-IP of SRC-1. As shown in Fig. 9C,
addition of casodex resulted in co-IP of SMRT with AR (compare lane 6 with 4 at the right panel). Similar attempt using a N-CoR-specific antibody failed to detect N-CoR proteins in COS-1 cell extract, presumably because the level of N-CoR in COS-1 cells is low. Thus, the inhibitory effect of casodex appears to correlate with its ability to reduce the association of coactivator with AR as well as to enhance the recruitment of corepressor SMRT.

**DISCUSSION**

In the present study, we have reconstituted a R1881-responsive AR transcription system through microinjection of AR mRNA and reporters into *Xenopus* oocytes. We show that both the TRβA promoter and the MMTV-LTR-based reporters can be assembled into chromatin via the replication-coupled pathway through injection of the reporters in a ssDNA form (36). Addition of agonist R1881 leads to a robust activation from both reporters, whereas addition of the antagonists casodex and flutamide fails to do so. The establishment of this chromatin-based transcription system thus opens a new avenue for study of transcriptional regulation by AR in the context of chromatin. Indeed, we have evidence that activation from repressive chromatin by AR requires the involvement of coactivators and chromatin remodeling machinery (Huang, Z.-Q., and J. Wong, manuscript in preparation). The major findings from the work reported here are: 1) AR has a capacity to activate transcription in the absence of ligand (Figs. 3 and 8); 2) AR can bind to a consensus ARE in vitro in a hormone-independent manner (Figs. 4 and 5); 3) coactivators such as SRC-1, FACS, and p300 stimulate both ligand-independent and -dependent activation by AR (Fig. 7) and 4) antagonists such as casodex can inhibit hormone-independent activation by AR and this inhibition appears to correlate with its ability to influence the association of AR with both coactivator and corepressor (Fig. 9).

While ligand-independent activation of AR by growth factors or other signaling pathways has been reported (24, 25), it is not clear whether AR itself has an intrinsic ligand-independent activity. By manipulating the levels of AR expression in oocytes through injection of different amounts of AR mRNAs, we demonstrate that high level expression of AR activated both the MMTV and TRβA-based reporters in the absence of R1881. Several lines of evidence support the conclusion that this hormone-independent activity is intrinsic to AR but not a unique feature of *Xenopus* oocytes. First, consistent with the observation from mammalian cells that AR proteins reside primarily in the cytoplasm, AR expressed in *Xenopus* oocytes also resides primarily in the cytoplasm in the absence of R1881. Second, AR expressed in *Xenopus* oocytes responds to agonist R1881 the same way as AR expressed in mammalian cells. These include the translocation from the cytoplasm to the nucleus and the
robust trans-activation of both reporters by AR in the presence of R1881. Third, high level expression can lead to the increase of nuclear AR. This is not surprising because the subcellular localization of AR is dynamic and likely to be influenced by its concentration. We believe that this unliganded AR in the nucleus is responsible for the observed ligand-independent transcription. Fourth, the Xenopus oocytes used here were not treated with growth factors or reagents that could activate PKA pathways. In other words, the R1881-independent activity of AR that we observed is unlikely a result of the activation of AR by cross-talk pathways. Nevertheless, we also could not rule out the remote possibility that a subpopulation of AR in Xenopus oocytes could be activated by other cross-talk signaling pathways or by mysterious ligand(s) in the oocytes. Fifth, overexpression of AR in COS-1 cells also leads to a R1881-independent trans-activation, indicating that the hormone-independent activation is not unique to Xenopus oocytes. Finally, as shown in several recent publications (19-21), coactivators such as members of SRC family interact with AR primarily through the AF1 but not the AF2 domain in AR. Consistent with those observations, we show that expression of SRC1, RAC3 and p300 in Xenopus oocytes further enhanced the ligand-independent activation by AR. Taken together, we propose that this hormone-independent transcriptional activity is intrinsic to AR and may be mediated through the hormone-independent interaction of AR with coactivators such as members of SRC family and p300.

Our demonstration that AR expressed in Xenopus oocytes exhibits ligand-independent DNA binding provides strong support for the idea that AR has the capacity to activate transcription in a ligand-independent manner. By both gel mobility and DNase I footprinting assays, we demonstrated that both unliganded AR and liganded AR bind to a consensus ARE. Furthermore, gel filtration analysis revealed that unliganded AR exists in a large protein complex(es) and that R1881 treatment causes AR to migrate as a smaller complex (Fig. 6). These results are consistent with the idea that in the absence of hormone AR is associated with other proteins including heat shock proteins and that binding of hormone results in the change of conformation and/or release of heat shock proteins. Nevertheless, gel mobility shift analysis of the gel filtration fractions derived from the R1881-un-treated and -treated AR extracts indicates that DNA binding activity correlates with the presence of AR, not the size of the AR complex (Fig. 6). Taken together, these results provide strong evidence that AR can bind to an ARE in a ligand-independent manner. Ligand-independent DNA binding by AR has been reported before by using either in vitro translated AR proteins (31) or AR proteins expressed in insect SF9 cells (30). However, in many other cases treatment with ligand appears to be required for preparation of AR proteins with active DNA binding activity (33). This discrepancy could, at least in part, be explained by the technical difficulty in preparation of unliganded recombinant AR. AR expressed in SF9 cells is by and large insoluble in the absence of R1881 (30). On the other hand, R1881 treatment has been shown to induce AR expression due to the presence of AREs in the AR coding region and to stabilize AR proteins (42, 43). These two factors facilitate preparation of and the DNA binding assay for the liganded AR. Thus, the hormone-independent DNA binding activity is unlikely to be unique to the AR proteins expressed in Xenopus oocytes and may be an intrinsic feature of AR.

Our results that AR exhibits hormone-independent DNA binding and transcriptional activity also have strong implications for our understanding of the possible roles of AR in hormone-refractory prostate cancer. Strong evidence suggests that AR may remain functionally active and thus contribute to the progression of androgen-independent prostate cancer (44). Many androgen-independent prostate cancers are found to express both AR and its regulated genes (27-29). However, how AR remains transcriptionally active in androgen-independent prostate cancer is largely unknown. Many hypotheses, including mutations in AR, AR gene amplification, and protein overexpression; changes in coregulators; and activation of AR by cross-talk signaling pathways have been proposed. While mutations in AR may enhance activity of AR in the absence of ligand or a change in its hormone specificity, recent studies indicate that the frequency of AR mutations is low even in hormone-insensitive cancers (45, 46). Instead, the amplification and consequent overexpression of the wild-type AR gene appears to be the most common event found in hormone-refractory prostate cancers (45). These results suggest that overexpression of AR proteins is a potential mechanism that leads to the ligand-independent activity of AR in hormone-insensitive prostate cancer. Our results that overexpression of AR in Xenopus oocytes can result in R1881-independent activation of both TRbA promoter and MMTV LTR assembled into repressive chromatin provides support for this idea. Furthermore, comparison of AR in Xenopus oocytes injected with a high dose of AR mRNA with that in LNCaP cells indicates that a level of AR protein sufficient for observation of hormone-independent activity in Xenopus oocytes could be present in prostate cancer cells (Fig. 3C). In addition, we show that expression of coactivators such as members of the SRC family and p300 can further enhance the hormone-independent trans-activation by AR (Fig. 7). This result is consistent with the previous observation that AR could interact with and thus sequester SRC-1 protein even in the absence of hormone in mammalian cells (47). This result is also consistent with the recent reports that the AF1 but not the ligand-dependent AF2 domain of AR is primarily responsible for the interaction and recruitment of the SRC-1 family coactivators by AR (19-21). Given the ability to stimulate hormone-independent activation by AR, it is tempting to speculate that changes in levels of coactivators could be a...
potential contributing factor for hormone-independent activation of AR in prostate cancer. One can envisage a scenario in prostate cancers in which gene amplification and overexpression of AR could result in hormone-independent activation of AR-regulated genes. The levels of this hormone-independent activation are likely to be further augmented by any increase in levels of coactivators. In addition, this hormone-independent activation could be further enhanced by cross-talk pathways mediated by growth factors (24, 25).

The finding that antagonists such as casodex can induce interaction of AR with corepressor SMRT is not surprising. It has been reported that antagonists for ERs and PRs can modulate interaction of corepressors SMRT and N-CoR with ER and PR (40, 41). Together, these findings indicate that, in addition to competing with agonists for binding of receptors, antagonists have capacity to actively repress the receptor activity by promoting their interaction with corepressor complexes.

In conclusion, the data presented here provide evidence that the interaction of AR with specific DNA sequences does not require ligand and that AR has the capacity to activate transcription in a ligand-independent manner when AR is overexpressed. This ligand-independent activity can be further enhanced by coactivators including the members of the SRC family and p300. It is of great interest to test in future whether this hormone-independent transcriptional activity is relevant to the occurrence and progression of androgen-independent prostate cancer.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plasmid Constructs

The 4 ARE-TRβA construct was generated by inserting four copies of the consensus ARE (AGAACC CCCGTACC) into the Ndel site in the pTRβA-chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (CAT) gene construct (34). The ssDNA of the 4 ARE-TRβA construct was prepared from phagemids induced with helper phage VCS M13 as described (34). The MMTV-LTR-CAT construct was generated by inserting a fragment containing the MMTV LTR plus 0.3-kb CAT sequence into pBlue script II (SK4), and the ssDNA was prepared as described (34).

To produce Xenopus AR mRNA for microinjection, the cDNA encoding human AR with a FLAG-tag at the N terminus was subcloned into pSP64poly(A) vector. The pC3R3.1-AR for expression of AR in mammalian cells was generated by subcloning AR cDNA into a modified pC3R3.1 vector (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) containing a N terminus FLAG tag. The MMTV-Luc reporter has been described previously (48). The plasmids for in vitro synthesis of SRC-1, RAC3, and p300 have also been described previously (39).

In Vitro mRNA Preparation and Microinjection of Xenopus Oocytes

To prepare AR mRNA in vitro, the pSP64poly(A)-AR was first digested with BglII. The synthesis of AR mRNA was carried out using the linearized DNA template and a SP6 Message Machine kit (Ambion, Inc., Austin, TX) as described by the manufacturer. The in vitro synthesis of mRNAs encoding SRC-1, RAC3, and p300 was as described previously (39). A typical reaction with approximately 1 μg of linearized template in a 20 μl reaction yielded 10–15 μg of capped mRNA. All mRNAs were resuspended in ribonuclease-free water at a final concentration of 1 μg/μl. The preparation of stage VI Xenopus oocytes and microinjection were essentially as described (34). For transcriptional analysis, single-stranded reporter DNA was injected (50 ng/μl, 18.4 nl/oocyte) into the nuclei of the oocytes, whereas the indicated amount of mRNAs encoding AR or coactivators (100 ng/μl, 18.4 nl/oocyte) was injected into the cytoplasm of the oocytes. Injection of mRNAs was usually performed 2–3 h before the injection of ssDNA to allow protein synthesis. Usually a group of approximately 20 oocytes was injected for each sample to minimize variations among oocytes and injections. The injected oocytes were incubated at 18 C overnight in modified Barth’s solution (36) supplemented with antibiotics (50 U/ml penicillin/streptomycin) in the presence or absence of 10 nM R1881 or the antagonists casodex and flutamide at concentrations indicated. The oocytes were then collected for transcription analyses or other assays as described below.

MNase Assay of Chromatin Structure

The MNase assay of chromatin assembly was performed as described previously (34).

Expression and Subcellular Localization of AR in Oocytes

To examine the expression and localization of AR in the oocytes, the cytoplasm and nucleus of the injected oocytes treated with or without R1881 (10 nM) were dissected manually. The protein extracts from cytoplasm, nucleus, and the whole oocytes were then resolved by SDS-PAGE followed by immunoblotting using an antibody against the FLAG-tag (1:5000 dilution). Signals were detected with a chemiluminescence kit (Pierce Chemical Co., Rockford, IL) as described by the manufacturer.

Transcription Analysis

Transcription analysis by primer extension was performed essentially as described (34). The primer I was used for detection of transcripts from the pTRβA and p4 ARE-TRβA reporters and CAT primer was used for detection of transcripts from the MMTV construct (34). The internal control was the primer extension product of the endogenous histone H4 mRNA using a H4-specific primer as described (49). In the figures where levels of transcription were presented, the levels of transcription were quantified by using phosphorimaging analysis and were the average results of at least two independent experiments.

Gel Mobility Shift Assay

To examine the DNA binding activity of AR proteins expressed in Xenopus oocytes, groups of oocytes were injected with AR mRNA (1 μg/μl) and treated with or without R1881 (10 nM) overnight. The oocytes were then collected, rinsed once and homogenized in the extraction buffer (10 μl/oocyte) [20 mM HEPES (pH 7.9), 75 mM KCl, 1 mM diithiothreitol (DTT), 0.5 mM EDTA, 0.1% NP40, 10% glycerol, 0.1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride]. To maintain association of AR with R1881, a final concentration of 10 nM of R1881 was included in the extraction buffer for making extracts derived from R1881 treated oocytes. The clean extracts were obtained after centrifugation of crude extracts at 13,000 rpm for 20 min at 4 C to remove yolk proteins and lipids and used for gel shift assay. In brief, the oocyte extracts (1–2 μl) were preincubated with the binding buffer [HEPES (pH 7.5), 100 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 10% glycerol, 2 mM DTT, 0.1 mM EDTA, and 0.25 μg of poly(dI-dC) poly(dI-dC)-
cytidine) and with or without 10 ng of R1881 in a final volume of 14 μl for 15 min on ice. The end-labeled oligonucleotide probe containing a consensus ARE (0.1 ng) was added to each binding reaction and the mixture was incubated for 20 min at room temperature. In competition assays, unlabeled ARE or TRE (10 ng) was added into the reaction and incubated on ice with oocyte extracts for 15 min before the addition of the probe mixture. DNA-protein complexes were resolved on 5% polyacrylamide gels (80:1 of polyacrylamide/bisacrylamide) containing 0.5× TBE and revealed by autoradiography.

**Gel Filtration Analysis of AR Complexes**

A Superose 6 column (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, Piscataway, NJ) was preequilibrated with the gel filtration buffer (20 mM HEPES, pH 7.8; 150 mM KCl; 1 mM DTT; 0.2 mM phenylmethylsulfonil fluoride) at a flow-rate of 0.3 ml/min. Clean oocyte extracts (200 μl) prepared from AR mRNA injected Xenopus oocytes treated with or without R1881 (10 nM) were fractionated at a flow-rate of 0.3 ml/min. Samples (15 μl) from every other fraction (450 μl) were analyzed either by gel mobility shift for AR-DNA binding activity or by Western blotting for the presence of AR.

**DNase I Footprinting**

The DNase I footprinting assay was performed essentially as described (34) with modifications. An end-labeled DNA fragment containing a consensus ARE was prepared by PCR, purified by PAGE and used for footprinting. The liganded AR and unliganded AR proteins used for footprinting assays were first partially affinity purified using the FLAG-tag specific M2 agarose resins (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) to reduce the nonspecific binding activity from oocyte extracts.

**Cell Culture, Transient Transfection, Coimmunoprecipitation, and Western Blotting**

LNCaP cells were culture in Roswell Park Memorial Institute 1640 medium (Invitrogen), which was supplemented with 5% FBS and glutamine. The whole cell extract of LNCaP cells was prepared by using the lysis buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0; 1 mM EDTA; 150 mM NaCl; and 0.5% NP40) followed by a centrifugation (14,000 rpm, 20 min at 4 °C). COS-1 cells were cultured in DMEM with addition of 10% FBS. For luciferase assay, 1–2 × 10^6 COS-1 cells were plated in six-well plates in phenol-red-free medium supplemented with 10% dextran charcoal-stripped FCS 24 h before transfection. Transient transfection was performed according to the protocol of the LipofectAMINE-plus kit (Life Technologies, Inc., Gaithersburg, MD), with addition of 100 ng of reporter MMTV-luc and the indicated amount of AR expression plasmid pCR3.1-AR for each well. After incubation for 16 h, the cells were washed and supplemented with fresh medium containing 10 ng R1881 or antagonists as indicated. After a further 24-h incubation, the cells were washed with cold PBS and lysed with the lysis buffer described above. The extracts were analyzed for luciferase activity according to a manufacturer's instruction (Promega Corp. luciferase assay kit) and the relative luciferase activity was normalized to the protein concentration. The results were the averages from at least three independent experiments. For coimmunoprecipitation experiments, expression constructs for FLAG-tagged AR and SRC-1 were cotransfected into COS-1 cells and treated with R1881 or antagonists as described above. The whole cell extracts were prepared and used for immunoprecipitation of AR using the FLAG-tag-specific antibody (M2, Sigma). The presence of SRC-1 or SMRT was detected by Western blotting using a SRC-1-specific antibody (39) and an SMRT-specific antibody (raised against amino acid 1165–1335 of human SMRT) (16). The AR antibody (N-20) for Western shown in Fig. 1A was purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc.
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Summary

Thyroid hormone receptors (TRs) regulate multiple biological processes including development, differentiation, and metabolism though their ability to modulate gene expression. Recent work indicates that transcriptional regulation by heterodimers of TR and the 9-cis retinoid acid receptor (RXR) is a highly complex process involving a large number of accessory factors, as well as chromatin remodeling. We have used a biochemical approach, including an in vitro chromatin assembly and transcription system that accurately recapitulates ligand- and AF-2-dependent transcriptional activation by TRβ/RXRα heterodimers, as well as in vitro chromatin immunoprecipitation assays, to study the mechanisms of TRβ-mediated transcription with chromatin templates. Using this approach, we show that chromatin is required for robust ligand-dependent activation by TRβ. We also show that the binding of TRβ to chromatin induces promoter-proximal chromatin remodeling and histone acetylation, and that histone acetylation is correlated with increased TRβ-dependent transcription. Additionally, we find that steroid receptor coactivators (SRCs) and p300 function synergistically to stimulate TRβ-dependent transcription, with multiple functional domains of p300 contributing to its coactivator activity with TRβ. A major conclusion from our experiments is that the primary role of the SRC proteins is to recruit p300/CBP to hormone-regulated promoters. Together, our results suggest a multiple step pathway for transcriptional regulation by liganded TRβ, including chromatin remodeling, recruitment of bridging and HAT coactivators (e.g., SRCs and p300/CBP, respectively), targeted histone acetylation, and recruitment of the RNA polymerase II transcriptional machinery. Our studies highlight the functional importance of chromatin in transcriptional control and further define the molecular mechanisms by which the SRC and p300 coactivators facilitate transcriptional activation by liganded TRβ.
Introduction

The molecular actions of thyroid hormone (triiodothyronine or T3) are mediated through thyroid hormone receptors (TRα and TRβ). TRs belong to the nuclear receptor (NR) superfamily and play important roles in development, differentiation, homeostasis, and tumorigenesis through their ability to regulate gene expression (1). TRs function as heterodimers with the 9-cis retinoic acid receptor (RXR) and, in the absence of hormone, the heterodimers bind to thyroid hormone response elements (TREs) and actively repress transcription (2,3). In contrast to unliganded TRs, ligand-bound TRs function as a transcriptional activators. Ligand-dependent activation by TR/RXR heterodimers requires an intact activation domain residing at the carboxyl-terminus of the TR ligand-binding domain (known as AF-2), as well as cellular coactivators (4).

Many coactivators have been implicated in T3-dependent activation, including the steroid receptor coactivator (SRC) family of proteins, p300/CBP, PCAF, and the Mediator-like TRAP/DRIP/SMCC complex (hereafter referred to as the TRAP complex) (for reviews, see refs. 5-9). The SRC family contains three highly related and possibly functionally redundant proteins referred to herein under the unified nomenclature SRC-1, SRC-2 and SRC-3 (5). The SRCs interact directly with liganded NRs and serve as adapter molecules to recruit other coactivators such as p300/CBP. Furthermore, some investigators have found certain SRCs (i.e., SRC-1 and SRC-3) to possess a weak intrinsic acetyltransferase (HAT) activity (10,11), although others have been unable to detect this activity (12,13). p300/CBP and PCAF are potent acetyltransferases that can acetylate histones and a variety of transcription-related factors (14,15), as well as interact with components of the basal transcriptional machinery (16,17). p300/CBP is recruited to liganded NRs indirectly via the SRCs (5,7), whereas PCAF is part of a multipolypeptide complex that can interact directly with liganded NRs and p300/CBP (18,19). The TRAP complex is a multipolypeptide coactivator complex that interacts with liganded NRs via the TRAP220 subunit and may play a role in recruiting RNA polymerase II to the promoter (8,20,21). Recent chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) experiments have demonstrated that following the binding of ligand, TRβ first recruits SRC proteins and p300, resulting in histone acetylation, followed by the TRAP complex (22). Thus,
Coactivators facilitate transcriptional activation through at least two distinct, but not mutually exclusive, mechanisms: (1) acetylation of histones to facilitate the relief of chromatin-mediated repression and (2) recruitment of the basal transcriptional machinery.

The packaging of DNA into chromatin represses gene expression (23) and specific biochemical mechanisms have been shown to relieve this repression (24). These include (i) acetylation of the positively charged amino-terminal tails of core histones, which is thought to loosen nucleosome structure and/or disrupt the formation of higher order chromatin structures (25,26), as well as create new factor binding sites on the histone tails (27) and (ii) ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling by complexes such as SWI/SNF, which use the energy of ATP hydrolysis to alter nucleosome structure and/or facilitate nucleosome mobility (24).

The role of chromatin remodeling in TR-mediated transcription has been well established (28). For example, previous studies have provided strong evidence that transactivation by liganded TRα/RXRβ heterodimers appears to involve both histone acetyltransferases (HATs) and ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling complex(es) (29,30). However, additional studies have shown that histone acetylation itself is insufficient to fully activate the T3-regulated TSHα promoter (31). Thus, both chromatin remodeling and covalent histone modifications are important for the function of transcriptional activators such as liganded TRs.

Although it is clear that transcriptional activation by TRs involves a number of distinct coactivators, how those coactivators function together to facilitate TR-dependent transcription is not clear. Both the SRC coactivators and TRAP/DRIP complexes interact directly with liganded TRs (22,32). It is not yet clear whether the SRC proteins and TRAP/DRIP complexes represent two distinct activation pathways or if they work in a sequential manner to facilitate activation by NRs (20). However, the SRC proteins and p300/CBP appear to function together to form an activation pathway. p300 is indirectly recruited to liganded TRβ during the activation process through interactions with SRC proteins, as illustrated by the fact that p300 does not exhibit strong direct binding to the receptor (33) and that deletion of the SRC interaction domain in p300 greatly diminishes the coactivator activity of p300 with both TRβ and estrogen receptor (ER) (33,34).
A biochemically-defined, \textit{in vitro} chromatin based transcription system is useful for addressing a number of questions related to the molecular mechanisms of transcriptional regulation. We have now established a TRβ-dependent, T3-responsive \textit{in vitro} transcription system using chromatin templates, HeLa cell nuclear extract, and purified recombinant receptor proteins and coactivator proteins. Using this system, we show that TRβ/RXRα heterodimers induce promoter-proximal disruption of nucleosomal arrays upon binding to chromatin and that acetylation of nucleosomal histones enhances T3-dependent activation. We also demonstrate that both recombinant SRC and p300 proteins facilitate T3-dependent activation and that the primary role of SRC coactivators is to recruit p300. Finally, we show that multiple functional domains in p300 are critically important for its coactivator activity with TRβ. Together, our results demonstrate how distinct coactivators function with liganded TRβ to overcome chromatin-mediated transcriptional repression.
Experimental Procedures

Expression and reporter plasmids - The bacterial expression constructs for Xenopus RXRα (pET15b-xRXRα) and TRβ (pET15b-TRβ) have been described before (35). The bacterial expression construct for TRβm with a deletion of the last nine amino acids of the AF-2 domain was generated by replacing the wild type TRβ in the pET15b-xTRβ with the TRβm1 from the pSP64-TRm1 plasmid described previously (36). The 4xTRE-pS2 reporter template is the same as 2xERE-pS2 (37) except that the EREs have been replaced with four TREs. Both the 4xTRE-E4 and 4xTRE-TK reported templates were constructed by inserting four TREs upstream of the adenovirus E4 promoter in pIE0 or the herpes simplex virus thymidine kinase promoter in pTK-CAT, respectively.

Expression and purification of recombinant proteins - Purification of bacterially-expressed his₆-tagged Xenopus TRβ, TRβm, and RXRα was by Ni-NTA agarose chromatography (Qiagen) followed by Mono S chromatography (Pharmacia). The receptors were eluted from the Mono S column with a salt gradient from 100 mM to 500 mM KCl. His₆-tagged human TRβ and RXRα were prepared from baculovirus-infected Sf9 cells by Ni-NTA agarose chromatography as described before for p300 (38). Full-length SRC-3 containing an amino-terminal FLAG tag was prepared from microinjected Xenopus oocytes as described (39). Bacterially-expressed his-tagged SRC-2(RID/PID) (amino acids residues 624-1130) was purified by Ni-NTA agarose chromatography as described before (40). Wild-type and mutant his₆-tagged p300 proteins were prepared from baculovirus-infected Sf9 cells by Ni-NTA agarose chromatography as described before (34,38). GST-tagged wild-type and mutant polypeptide inhibitors [SRC-2(PID), SRC-2(PID)Mut, p300(SID), p300(SID)Mut] were purified as previously described (40). All purified recombinant proteins were evaluated by SDS-PAGE with staining using Coomassie Brilliant Blue R-250.
**In vitro chromatin assembly and transcription** - Chromatin assembly reactions were performed with an S-190 chromatin assembly extract derived from *Drosophila* embryos as previously described (38,39). TRβ/RXRα or TRβm/RXRα proteins were added to the chromatin assembly reactions either at the beginning of chromatin assembly or after the assembly reactions were complete. SRC and p300 proteins, as well as the polypeptide inhibitors, were added after chromatin assembly, prior to the addition of transcription extract. In vitro transcription reactions were performed with HeLa cell nuclear extracts that were prepared essentially by the method of Dignam *et al.* (41). Transcription reactions were set up under conditions described previously (38-40). The reactions were performed in duplicate, but single samples from each experiment are shown in the figures. The data were analyzed and quantified with a PhosphorImager (Molecular Dynamics). Each experiment was run a minimum of two separate times, but more typically three or more separate times, to ensure reproducibility.

**DNase I footprinting, micrococcal nuclease array disruption assays, and chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP)** - DNase I-primer extension footprinting to examine the binding of TRβ/RXRα to chromatin was performed as described previously (42). Analysis of TRβ/RXRα-induced chromatin remodeling by micrococcal nuclease (MNase) array disruption assays was performed essentially as described (39,42). For the ChIP assays, reactions were set up as for the transcription assays except that ribonucleotide 5'-triphosphates (rNTPs) were not added. In the experiments with addition of TSA, no acetyl-CoA was added due to the presence of acetyl-CoA in the *Drosophila* S-190. The chromatin was then digested extensively with MNase (10 units per reaction for 10 minutes at room temperature). The ChIP assays were performed essentially as described (43) except that the DNA in the immunoprecipitated fractions was recovered directly by phenol/chloroform extraction and ethanol precipitation. The immunoprecipitated DNA was then analyzed by slot-blot hybridization with ³²P-labeled oligo probes as indicated.
Results

**T3-independent induction of chromatin remodeling by TRβ/RXRα heterodimers in vitro**

Recombinant *Xenopus* and human TRβ and RXRα proteins (xTRβ, xRXRα, hTRβ, and hRXRα), including a transcriptionally inactive xTRβ mutant (TRβm) containing a deletion of the last nine amino acids of the AF-2 activation domain, were purified to at least 85% purity in all cases and to near homogeneity in most cases (Fig. 1A and data not shown). In the functional studies described herein, no significant differences between the *Xenopus* and human receptor proteins were observed. Thus, we show only one example for each experiment and refer to the receptors collectively as TRβ and RXRα for simplicity. Gel mobility shift assays (Fig. 1B) revealed that both TRβ and TRβm bound efficiently to a consensus TRE (DR4) as TRα/RXRβ heterodimers. Thus, the purified recombinant receptors are competent for DNA binding.

To characterize further the recombinant receptors, we tested whether TRβ/RXRα could bind to TREs in chromatin by DNase I footprinting (Fig. 1C). Using the 4xTRE-pS2 template assembled into chromatin in vitro, we assessed the binding of RXRα (lane 2), TRβ (lane 3), or TRβ/RXRα heterodimers (lanes 4 and 5). Each binding reaction was partially digested with DNase I and the resulting DNA products were analyzed by primer extension. Addition of TRβ/RXRα heterodimers resulted in the protection of all four TRE sites in both the absence (lane 4) and presence of T3 (lane 5), consistent with previous studies showing that TRβ/RXRβ can bind to TREs in chromatin and repress transcription in a hormone-independent manner (29).

Next, we performed micrococcal nuclease (MNase) array disruption assays to determine if TRβ/RXRα heterodimers could induce chromatin remodeling. Hybridization using a TRE-specific probe revealed that the addition of TRβ/RXRα heterodimers in the absence of T3 led to chromatin remodeling, evidenced by a substantial loss of a defined nucleosomal ladder (Fig. 1D, TRE probe). Importantly, chromatin remodeling was localized to the promoter-proximal region, as shown in subsequent experiments with the same blots using a control probe that hybridizes about 2 kb downstream of the TRE (Figure 1C, control probe; note the intact MNase ladder). Sub-nucleosomal DNA fragments, representing nucleosome-free DNA fragments protected by the
binding of TRβ/RXRα heterodimers, were detected in all samples containing receptors (Fig. 1D, TRE probe, "Sub"), but were not detected using the control probe. Heterodimers containing the transcriptionally inactive TRmβ also induced efficient chromatin remodeling (Fig. 1D), demonstrating that the AF-2 domain is dispensable for the chromatin remodeling activity. Subsequent experiments comparing chromatin remodeling induced by TRβ/RXRα heterodimers in the presence or absence of ligand indicated that addition of T3 had no effect on the extent of chromatin remodeling (data not shown). In addition, chromatin remodeling was observed regardless of whether the TRβ/RXRα heterodimers were added during or after chromatin assembly (data not shown). Together, the footprinting and nucleosome disruption assays indicate that the binding of TRβ/RXRα heterodimers to chromatin induces promoter-proximal chromatin remodeling, even with transcriptionally inactive receptors (i.e., unliganded or AF-2 mutant).

Transcriptional repression and activation by TRβ/RXRα heterodimers in vitro - The addition of either TRβ/RXRα or TRβm/RXRα heterodimers to unassembled ("naked") 4xTRE pTK DNA template led to a strong repression of transcription (Fig. 2A). This repression required the presence of TREs, as a control template lacking TREs was only marginally affected (data not shown). Although preincubation of the receptors with T3 relieved repression by unliganded TRβ/RXRα (compare lanes 4 with 5), no activation above the basal level was observed (compare lanes 1 with 5). In contrast, preincubation with T3 failed to relieve repression by TRβm/RXRα (lane 3). Thus, an intact AF-2 activation domain is not required for basal repression by unliganded TRβ, but is required for the relief of repression in the presence of T3.

Several important differences were observed when the template was assembled into chromatin and used for in vitro transcription with TRβ/RXRα. First, as expected, basal levels of transcription were dramatically reduced when compared to the naked DNA template (about 50- to 100-fold; compare Fig. 2A, lane 1, with Fig. 2B, lane 1). Furthermore, a strong T3-dependent activation was observed (Fig. 2B, compare lanes 1 and 5). This activation required an intact AF-2 activation domain, since TRβm/RXRα failed to activate under the same conditions (Fig. 2B, lanes 1
through 3). Thus, this in vitro system accurately recapitulates T3-dependent activation and the requirement for an intact AF-2 domain. T3-dependent activation with chromatin templates is not specific to the TK promoter as both the human pS2 and adenovirus E4 promoters gave similar results (see below). Interestingly, repression by unliganded TRβ/RXRα was not observed with the chromatin templates, most likely due to the fact that chromatin assembly itself repressed transcription to a marginally detectable level.

**Histone acetylation enhances TRβ-mediated transcription** - The levels of histone acetylation in vivo are ultimately determined by the balance of HAT and histone deacetylase (HDAC) activities. Our in vitro chromatin assembly and transcription system contains both endogenous HATs and HDACs. In order to test the effect of histone acetylation on T3-dependent activation in vitro, we used a specific HDAC inhibitor, trichostatin A (TSA), to block deacetylation and increase the overall levels of histone acetylation. As shown in Fig. 3A, the addition of TSA (1 μM) to the chromatin assembly reaction led to an ~2-fold increase in bulk histone H4 acetylation (compare lanes 1 and 4), whereas addition of liganded or unliganded TRβ/RXRα alone had no effect (lanes 2 and 3). In vitro transcription experiments demonstrated that the addition of TSA enhanced T3-dependent activation by about 2.5-fold (Fig. 3B, compare lanes 4 and 8). The addition of TSA also enhanced transcription in the absence of receptors (lanes 1, 2, 5 and 6), indicating that increased acetylation of bulk histones has a general stimulatory effect on both basal and TRβ-mediated transcription.

To assess whether liganded TRβ/RXRα is able to induce localized chromatin acetylation through the recruitment of coactivators with intrinsic HAT activities, we used an in vitro chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) assay (Fig. 3C). 4xTRE-TK was assembled into chromatin in the presence or absence of receptors, ligand, and TSA, as indicated. The chromatin templates were then used in reactions under transcription conditions, except that rNTPs were omitted to avoid complications due to potential effects of transcriptional elongation on acetylation. After extensive MNase digestion, the chromatin was immunoprecipitated with antibodies specific for the acetylated
forms of either histone H4 or H3, and the coimmunoprecipitated DNA was analyzed by slot-blot hybridization. The presence of liganded TRβ/RXRα led to about a 3-fold enhancement of H4 and H3 acetylation in the promoter region, as evidenced by an enrichment of DNA in lanes 8 and 12 compared to lane 5 with a probe specific for the TATA box (top panel). This ligand- and receptor-dependent enhancement of H4 and H3 acetylation was localized to the promoter region, as a control probe located about 2 kb downstream of the promoter showed little, if any, increase above the basal level (bottom panel). In contrast, TSA treatment led to about a 7.5-fold increase in acetylation in both the proximal and distal locations (lanes 6 and 10), indicating that the hyperacetylation of chromatin induced by TSA is not a targeted event. Thus, liganded TRβ/RXRα can target histone acetylation to T3-activated promoters, presumably through hormone-dependent recruitment of HATs such as p300/CBP and PCAF.

**SRC proteins and p300 synergistically stimulate TRβ-dependent transcriptional activation in vitro** - Next, we examined whether the addition of purified recombinant SRC-3 and p300 could stimulate TRβ-dependent activation in vitro. Full-length FLAG-tagged SRC-3 protein was purified from microinjected Xenopus oocytes (Fig. 4A) and full-length his6-tagged p300 protein was purified from baculovirus-infected Sf9 cells (Fig. 4C). As shown in Fig. 4B, the addition of increasing amounts of SRC-3 stimulated TRβ-dependent activation approximately 3.5-fold in the presence of T3. Similar results were also obtained when purified recombinant SRC-1 and SRC-2 proteins were used under similar conditions (data not shown). As shown in Fig. 4D, the addition of p300 stimulated TRβ-dependent activation approximately 4-fold in the presence of T3. Thus, both SRC proteins and p300 are able to stimulate TRβ-dependent activation with chromatin templates in vitro.

To further elucidate the molecular mechanisms by which SRC and p300 stimulate TRβ-dependent activation, we investigated potential synergistic interactions between the two coactivators. Recombinant full-length SRC-3 protein and an SRC-2 protein containing only the receptor interaction domain (RID) and p300/CBP interaction domain (PID) (amino acids 624-1130) (Figs.
5A and 5B) were added to in vitro transcription experiments with TRβ/RXRα and p300. Note that the amount of p300 was reduced relative to the experiments in Fig. 4 to expose potential synergism with the SRCs. With the E4 promoter, p300 and the SRCs individually stimulated TRβ-dependent transcription about 10-fold and 2- to 3-fold, respectively (Fig. 5C, top; lanes 2 through 5). When added together, p300 and the SRCs acted synergistically, producing about a 20-fold increase in TRβ-dependent transcription relative to the same conditions without exogenously-added coactivators [Fig. 5C, top; compare lanes 3, 5 and 7 for p300 and SRC-3; lanes 3, 4 and 6 for p300 and SRC-2(RID/PID)]. With the pS2 promoter, p300 stimulated TRβ-dependent transcription about 2-fold, but the SRCs had little or no effect when added alone (Fig. 5C, bottom; lanes 2 through 5). However, when added together, p300 and SRC gave about a 3-fold increase in TRβ-dependent transcription with the pS2 promoter [Fig. 5C, bottom; see lanes 3, 5 and 7 for p300 and SRC-3; lanes 3, 4 and 6 for p300 and SRC-2(RID/PID)]. Interestingly, the effects of SRC-2(RID/PID) were generally similar to the effects observed with full-length SRC-3 (Fig 5C, compare lanes 4 and 5, and 6 and 7), indicating that the receptor and p300/CBP interaction domains of SRC-2 are sufficient to mediate coactivator activity. Together, our results indicate that p300 and SRC proteins function synergistically to stimulate TRβ-mediated transcription with chromatin templates, and that a central role for SRC is to recruit p300 to the liganded receptor.

Multiple domains of p300 are required for its coactivator activity with TRβ - p300/CBP contains multiple functional domains, including a bromodomain, three cys/his (CH)-rich regions, an acetyltransferase (AT) domain, and an SRC interaction domain (Fig. 6A). The bromodomain is found in many chromatin- and transcription-related factors and is believed to be important in histone binding and other protein-protein interactions (44-46). The CH3 region is a protein interaction domain that interacts with a variety of factors, including PCAF (15), TFIIB (47), and RNA polymerase II (48). To further explore the role of p300 in TRβ-mediated transcription, we used a set of previously characterized p300 mutants (Fig. 6A; ref. 34). The mutants included: (1) a bromodomain deletion (ΔBromo), (2) an acetyltransferase mutant (MutAT2), (3) a CH3 region
deletion (ΔCH3), and (4) an SRC interaction domain deletion (ΔSRC). The purified mutant p300 proteins (Fig. 6B) were used in TRβ-dependent transcription reactions with the 4xTRE-pS2 template assembled into chromatin. The use of these mutants, in conjunction with the additional experimental approaches shown in Figs. 7 and 8, allowed us to address the role of p300-SRC interactions and p300 HAT activity in TRβ-mediated transcription, as well as questions about the other functional domains in p300.

Deletion of the SRC interaction domain dramatically reduced the ability of p300 to enhance TRβ-dependent transcription (Fig. 6C, compare lanes 4 and 8). This result further supports the conclusion that recruitment of p300 to TRβ via the SRCs is essential for p300 coactivator activity with TRβ. Deletion of either the bromodomain or the CH3 region also led to a substantial reduction in p300 activity (Fig. 6C, compare lanes 4, 5, and 7), indicating that both domains are important for p300 coactivator activity with TRβ. The p300 MutAT2 protein, which has about 1% of wild type HAT activity (34), showed a 50% reduction in coactivator activity with TRβ. Thus, p300 HAT activity is also needed for full coactivator activity with TRβ (see additional experiments presented below that address this issue further). For comparison, the results from multiple experiments with TRβ were quantified and plotted versus results from similar experiments using ERα (Fig. 6D). It is clear from this comparison that multiple p300 functional domains are required for maximal coactivator activity with both TRβ and ERα with chromatin templates.

**Inhibition of p300-SRC interactions or p300 HAT activity inhibits TRβ-mediated transcription** - In order to evaluate further the role of p300-SRC interactions and p300 HAT activity in TRβ-mediated transcription, we used previously characterized polypeptide inhibitors of p300-SRC interactions and chemical inhibitors of HAT activity in chromatin transcription experiments with TRβ. First, to block p300-SRC interactions, we used a set of GST-fused polypeptides containing either the p300 interaction domain (PID) of SRC-2 or the SRC interaction domain (SID) of p300. These polypeptides, which have previously been shown to be potent inhibitors of ERα-mediated transcription (40), specifically and competitively block interactions between the endogenous SRC
proteins in the HeLa cell transcription extract and exogenously-added p300 (40). Both GST-SRC-2(PID) and GST-p300(SID) inhibited the enhancement of TRβ-mediated transcription by p300 (Fig. 7A, compare lanes 2 and 3 with lanes 4 and 5; Fig. 7B). The inhibitory effects were not observed with mutant versions of the same polypeptides ("Mut") that fail to bind their cognate partners (Fig. 7A, compare lanes 4 and 5 with lanes 6 and 7; Fig. 7B). These results complement our results with the p300ΔSRC mutant protein (Fig. 6C) and illustrate further the critical role that p300-SRC interactions play in TRβ-mediated transcription with chromatin templates.

Second, to explore further the role of p300 HAT activity in TRβ-mediated transcription, we used Lys-CoA, a chemical inhibitor that specifically blocks p300 HAT activity (49). For comparison, we also used H3-CoA-20, a chemical inhibitor that specifically blocks PCAF HAT activity (49). As shown in Fig. 8, increasing amounts of either inhibitor caused a reduction in TRβ-mediated transcription, indicating that both p300 and PCAF HAT activities play a role in TRβ transcriptional activity. The p300-specific Lys-CoA was a more effective inhibitor than the PCAF-specific H3-CoA-20, suggesting a relatively more important role for p300 HAT activity in TRβ-mediated transcription. The results with Lys-CoA showing a role for p300 HAT activity in TRβ-mediated transcription are in agreement with our results using the p300 HAT mutant (Fig. 6). Differences in the magnitude of the effects with the chemical inhibitor and the p300 mutant are possibly due to promoter-specific effects (pS2 versus TK). Nonetheless, both approaches indicate an important role for p300 HAT activity in TRβ-mediated transcription. Furthermore, the contribution of PCAF HAT activity to TRβ-mediated transcription may also provide an explanation for the lack of an absolute requirement for p300 HAT activity under certain promoter contexts (Fig. 6).
Discussion

We have used an in vitro chromatin assembly and transcription system that accurately recapitulates ligand- and AF-2-dependent transcriptional activation by TRβ/RXRα heterodimers to study TRβ-mediated transcription with chromatin templates. Together, our results demonstrate that a biochemical approach which includes chromatin is a useful way to study the mechanisms of TRβ-mediated transcription. Below, we highlight the most significant results from our studies.

Chromatin remodeling by TRβ/RXRα heterodimers in vitro - In a previous report, we showed that TRβ/RXRα heterodimers induce an extensive, localized disruption of chromatin only in the presence of T3 in Xenopus oocytes (36). In contrast, we show herein that TRβ/RXRα heterodimers induce a localized disruption of chromatin in a T3-independent manner (Fig. 1D). In fact, other receptors, such as ERα, PR and RARα/RXRα, also induce ligand-independent remodeling in this in vitro system (data not shown; refs. 39,50). The discrepancy between these two systems is most likely due to differences in the concentrations or types of ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling factors present in Xenopus oocytes and the Drosophila embryo extracts used for our in vitro chromatin assembly experiments. Drosophila embryo extracts are highly enriched for ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling factors such as NURF, CHRAC and ACF (51-53), which are capable of inducing nucleosome sliding without nucleosome displacement (24). The chromatin remodeling induced by TRβ/RXRα in our in vitro system (Fig. 1D) most likely reflects the binding of TRβ/RXRα heterodimers to nucleosome-free TREs produced by the actions of chromatin remodeling factors in the absence of specific recruitment. Although TRβ/RXRα-mediated chromatin remodeling in vitro is ligand-independent, it is likely to be a prerequisite for subsequent transcriptional activation (54). This idea is consistent with a recent report demonstrating that the efficient binding of RARα/RXRα heterodimers to chromatin requires ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling factors (43) and that the ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling factor NURF stimulates transcription activation by the synthetic activator GAL4-VP16 (55).
Role of histone acetylation in TRβ-mediated transcription - The inclusion of the HDAC inhibitor TSA in the in vitro system increased the acetylation of histones over the whole population of nucleosomes on the plasmid templates (Fig. 3C). The increased acetylation was correlated with a 2-to 3-fold increase in ligand-dependent transcription by TRβ/RXRα (Fig. 3B). However, increased acetylation was also correlated with increased transcription in the absence of receptor and by unliganded TRβ/RXRα, consistent with the idea that acetylation of histones has a general positive effect on transcription (Fig. 3B). Thus, although increased histone acetylation is likely to enhance TRβ transcriptional activity, the effects of TSA are not specific. In contrast, TRβ-mediated histone acetylation in our in vitro ChIP assay was specific for the promoter region (Fig. 3C). These results are consistent with recent reports that liganded RARα and ERα are able to induce histone acetylation at the promoters of hormone target genes in mammalian cells (56,57) and in biochemical assays (40,43). In agreement with recently reported ChIP data (22), our results indicate that liganded TRβ/RXRα, once bound to TRE elements in chromatin, can recruit HATs such as p300/CBP and PCAF, which in turn acetylate the adjacent nucleosomes. The acetylation of nucleosomes in the promoter region helps to relieve chromatin-mediated repression and facilitate transcriptional activation.

With regard to the specific HAT enzymes involved in TRβ-mediated transcription, our results with the p300 mutants and the chemical inhibitors indicate that both p300 and PCAF HAT activities are required for full transcriptional activation by TRβ with chromatin templates (Fig. 6 and Fig. 8). These results are in agreement with previous studies using Xenopus oocytes in which the HAT activity of p300 was shown to be required for the stimulation of T3-dependent activation by TRβ/RXRα (33). Interestingly, we found little evidence for a contribution of the putative SRC HAT activity in TRβ-mediated transcription, as a fragment of SRC-2 containing only the receptor and p300/CBP interaction domains gave activity similar to that of full-length SRC proteins (Fig. 5 and data not shown). Together, our results indicate that specific coactivators and their associated enzymatic actions on nucleosomal histone play important roles in transcriptional regulation by TRβ.
A critical role for SRC-p300 interactions in TRβ-mediated transcription - Our studies with TRβ indicate that p300 is recruited indirectly to promoter-bound TRβ through its interaction with SRC proteins. This conclusion is supported by the following results. First, we showed that purified recombinant SRC-3 and p300 synergistically enhance TRβ-mediated transcription with chromatin templates (Fig. 5C). Second, a fragment of SRC-2 containing only the receptor and p300/CBP interaction domains was able to synergize with p300 and was functionally equivalent to full-length SRC-3 (Fig. 5C). Third, a p300 mutant lacking the SRC interaction domain (p300ΔSRC) was unable to function as a coactivator for TRβ/RXRα (Fig. 6D). Finally, polypeptide inhibitors that directly interfere with TRβ-SRC-p300 interactions blocked the ability of p300 to stimulate TRβ-mediated transcription. Thus, a primary role for the SRC proteins is to recruit p300/CBP to liganded receptors, and the TRβ-SRC-p300/CBP pathway constitutes one pathway for the activation of T3-dependent transcription by TRβ. These conclusions apply to other nuclear receptors and are further supported by some recent cell-based studies (12,22,33,58), as well as in vitro transcription analyses (39,40,59).

Multiple domains in p300 contribute to its coactivator activity with TRβ - Both p300 and CBP are multifunctional proteins that stimulate the transcriptional activity of many different transcriptional activators, including NRs (17). Our results indicate that in addition to the SRC interaction domain discussed above, both the bromodomain and CH3 region are critically important for p300 coactivator activity with TRβ. We have previously shown that both of these domains are critical for p300 coactivator activity with a variety of transcriptional activators, including ERα, NF-kB p65, and Gal4-VP16 (34). The bromodomain is found in many chromatin- and transcription-related factors and is believed to be important in chromatin binding and/or protein-protein interactions (44-46). We have recently shown that the p300 bromodomain mediates the stable interaction of p300 with chromatin and is important for p300 nucleosomal HAT activity (34,46). The p300 CH3 region has been found to interact with proteins such as TFIIB and RNA polymerase.
II (47,48). Thus, the loss of coactivator activity for p300ΔCH3 could be explained by its inability to interact with or recruit components of the basal transcriptional machinery.

Together, our results suggest a multiple step pathway for transcriptional regulation by liganded TRβ, including chromatin remodeling, recruitment of bridging and HAT coactivators (e.g., SRCs and p300/CBP, respectively), targeted histone acetylation, and recruitment of the RNA polymerase II transcriptional machinery. Multiple step pathways may be a universal feature for transcriptional activation by NRs (60). The absence of transcriptional activation above basal levels with naked DNA (Fig. 2A), as well as the requirement for ligand and an intact AF-2 domain (both of which facilitate coactivator recruitment) for activation with chromatin templates (Fig. 2B) suggest that coactivators such as SRC and p300 function by alleviating the repressive effects of chromatin at the promoter. Our results suggest that for TRβ/RXRβ heterodimers, this can be achieved through targeted histone acetylation and specific contacts with the transcriptional machinery.
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Figure Legends

**Figure 1.** Recombinant TRβ/RXRα heterodimers bind to chromatin and induce chromatin remodeling. (A) Purified recombinant RXRα, TRβ, and TRβmut (TRβm) proteins were analyzed by SDS-PAGE with staining using Coomassie Brilliant Blue R-250. The purified receptors are marked by arrows and the positions of molecular weight markers are indicated. (B) Purified recombinant TRβ and TRβm proteins bind to a TRE (DR4) element primarily as heterodimers with RXRα (receptor-DNA shifted complexes are indicated by an arrow). The purified TRβ proteins were mixed in 1:1 molar ratio with RXRα proteins and used for gel shift analysis. (C) T3-independent binding of TRβ/RXRα to chromatin assembled *in vitro*. 4xTRE-pS2 (100 ng) was assembled into chromatin with or without receptors (15 nM each) as indicated. The DNase I-primer extension footprinting experiments were carried out in duplicate. A schematic diagram of the 4xTRE-pS2 template is shown (*side*) and the positions of the TRES are indicated. The major hypersensitive sites flanking the TRES are indicated by the black arrows. Note that no significant protection is observed in lanes with TRβ or RXRα alone. (D) TRβ/RXRα heterodimers induce localized, T3- and AF-2-independent chromatin remodeling as revealed by an MNase array disruption assay using the template 4xTRE-TK assembled into chromatin *in vitro*. A schematic diagram of the 4xTRE-TK template is shown (*top*). The positions of the subnucleosomal (sub), mono-, di-, tri- and tetranucleosomal fragments are indicated. The filter was hybridized with a TRE probe (*top panel*), stripped and then rehybridized with a control probe (*bottom panel*).

**Figure 2.** Comparison of transcriptional activation by TRβ/RXRα on naked DNA (A) and chromatin templates (B) using *in vitro* transcription assays with the 4xTRE-TK template. In lanes where the addition of T3 is indicated, TRβ/RXRα or TRβm/RXRα heterodimers (15 nM) were preincubated with 1 μM T3 for 20 minutes before being added to the transcription reactions. The transcripts were detected by primer extension. The level of transcription in the absence of ligand and receptors (lanes 1 and 6) was arbitrarily designated as 1.
**Figure 3.** Promoter-targeted histone acetylation enhances transcriptional activation by liganded TRβ/RXRα. (A) TSA treatment enhances the level of histone acetylation in chromatin. Reactions were identical to the transcription assays described in Fig. 2B except that 1 μM of TSA was added to the reaction in lane 4. Histone acetylation was analyzed by Western blotting using an anti-acetylated H4 antibody. (B) TSA treatment enhances T3-dependent activation. Chromatin templates were assembled with or without TSA (1 μM) as in (A) and used for transcription assays. The relative transcription was quantified using a Phosphorimager and represents the average results from two independent experiments. (C) Liganded TRβ/RXRα induces a localized acetylation of histones H4 and H3 as assessed by *in vitro* ChIP assays. A schematic diagram of the 4xTRE-TK construct and the locations of the oligonucleotide probes used for slot blot hybridization are shown (*top*). Chromatin assembly and incubation with TRβ/RXRα and HeLa cell nuclear extracts were as described in (A). ChIP assays were performed with anti-acetylated H4 and anti-acetylated H3 antibodies with subsequent analysis by sequential slot blot hybridization using a promoter region probe (TATA) and a control probe, as indicated. The data shown are averaged from three independent experiments are standardized to the input signal for each experiment (see representative input at right).

**Figure 4.** Recombinant SRC-3 and p300 enhance TRβ-dependent transcription with chromatin templates *in vitro*. (A) Purified SRC-3 was analyzed by SDS-PAGE with staining using Coomassie Brilliant Blue R-250. (B) Addition of SRC-3 stimulates T3-dependent transcription with chromatin templates. 4xTRE-TK (see schematic, *top*) was assembled into chromatin and used for *in vitro* transcription in the presence of TRβ/RXRα, T3, and increasing amounts of SRC-3 protein (1.25nM, 2.5nM, and 5nM), which was added to the reactions in lanes 4 through 6 after chromatin assembly was complete. (C) Purified p300 was analyzed by SDS-PAGE with staining using Coomassie Brilliant Blue R-250. (D) Addition of p300 stimulates T3-dependent transcription with chromatin templates. 4xTRE-pS2 (see schematic, *top*) was assembled into
chromatin and used for in vitro transcription in the presence of TRβ/RXRα, T3, and p300 protein (5 nM), which was added to the reactions in lanes 4 through 6 after chromatin assembly was complete.

**Figure 5.** SRC and p300 synergistically stimulate ligand-dependent transcription by TRβ/RXRα. (A) Generalized schematic diagram of the SRC coactivators, including the following functional domains: basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) domain, Per/Arnt/Sim (PAS) domain, receptor interaction domain (RID), p300/CBP interaction domain (PID), and the glutamine (Q)-rich region. Also indicated are regions that bind PCAF and CARM1. SRC-2(RID/PID) contains only amino acids 624-1130 of SRC-2. (B) Purified SRC-2(RID/PID) and SRC-3 were analyzed by SDS-PAGE with staining using Coomassie Brilliant Blue R-250. (C) Effects of the addition of SRC and p300 on TRβ-mediated transcription with chromatin templates. 4xTRE-E4 and 4xTRE-pS2 (see schematics at right) were assembled into chromatin and used for in vitro transcription in the presence of TRβ/RXRα (4.5 nM), T3 (1 μM), p300 (0.5 nM), SRC-3 (5 nM) and SRC-2(RID/PID) (5 nM), as indicated. Note that the p300 amount was reduced compared to the experiments in Figs. 4 to show synergism with the SRCs. The RNA products were analyzed by primer extension.

**Figure 6.** Multiple functional domains of p300 are important for stimulating TRβ-dependent transcription with chromatin templates. (A) Schematic diagrams of wild-type and mutant p300 proteins used in this study showing the various functional domains of p300: bromodomain (Bromo), acetyltransferase (AT) domain; (RID), Cys/his-rich region 3 (CH3), and the glutamine (Q)-rich region. Also indicated are regions that bind the adenovirus E1A protein, PCAF, TFIIB, and RNA polymerase II (pol II). (B) Purified wild-type and mutant p300 proteins were analyzed by SDS-PAGE with staining using Coomassie Brilliant Blue R-250. (C) Effects of the addition of wild type and mutant p300 proteins (5 nM) on TRβ-mediated transcription with chromatin templates. 4xTRE-pS2 (see schematic at bottom) was assembled into chromatin and used for in
vitro transcription as described in Fig. 4C. (D) Graphical representation of the results in (C) shown in comparison with the results from similar experiments performed with ERα. Only the contributions from the exogenously added recombinant p300 proteins are included in the results. Each bar represents the mean + the SEM from three independent experiments.

Figure 7. p300-SRC interactions are required for full transcriptional activation by TRβ. (A) Polypeptide inhibitors reduce p300 stimulated TRβ-activated transcription. The template 4xTRE-E4 (see schematic Fig. 5C) was assembled into chromatin and used for in vitro transcription in the presence of TRβ/RXRα (4.5 nM), T3 (1 μM), and p300 (5 nM) and GST peptide (225 nM) where indicated. Wild type (W) or mutant (M) versions of GST-SRC2(PID) and GST-p300(SID) (225 nM) were added as indicated prior to transcription. (B) Graphical representation of results shown in (A). Each bar represents the mean + the SEM from four experiments with the level of transcription in the presence of liganded receptor set at 100 percent.

Figure 8. Both p300 and PCAF HAT activities contribute to TRβ-mediated transcription with chromatin templates. The 4xTRE-TK reporter (see schematic, top) was assembled into chromatin and used for in vitro transcription in the presence of TRβ/RXRα, T3, and increasing amounts of either H3-CoA-20 (a PCAF-specific HAT inhibitor) or Lys-CoA (a p300/CBP-specific HAT inhibitor) as indicated (+, 2 μM; ++, 4 μM; +++ , 8 μM). The transcription and primer extension assays were essentially as described in Figure 1 except that HeLa nuclear extracts were pre-incubated with the indicated amounts of the HAT inhibitors for 10 minutes on ice before addition to the transcription assays. The level of transcription in the absence of ligand and receptors (lane 1) was designated as 1.
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**A**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chromatin</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TRβ/RXRα</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSA</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 1 | 0.8 | 0.9 | 2.1 |

**B**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relative Transcription</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TRβ/RXRα</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 1 | 2.6 | 2.1 | 28 | 6.2 | 6.5 | 11 | 68 |

**C**

**Fig. 3 - Li et al. (2002)**
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Bromo</th>
<th>HAT</th>
<th>Q-Rich</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p300 WT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-terminal Region</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CREB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>p300</th>
<th>-</th>
<th>-</th>
<th>WT</th>
<th>WT</th>
<th>ΔBromo</th>
<th>MutAT2</th>
<th>ΔCH3</th>
<th>ΔSRC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TRβ/RXRα</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TRβ/RXRα + T3</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GST + p300</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GST-SRC-2(PID)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GST-p300(SID)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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TRβ/RXRα  -  +  +  +  +  +  +  +
T3        -  +  +  +  +  +  +  +
H3-CoA-20 -  -  +  ++  +++  -  -  -
Lys-CoA   -  -  -  -  -  +  ++  +++
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